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Introduction
NEWSPAPER design and format is now one of
the most hotly debated issues in our industry.
On the one hand, there would appear to be an
epidemic of “tabloiditis”, with dozens of newspapers across the world moving from broadsheet
to tabloid, now often called the “compact”
format. On the other, newspaper designers are
all raising the need for more simply presented,
more rapidly absorbed newspapers.
In most societies people are seeking newspapers
that are easier to read. Research universally
suggests that all things being equal, readers
prefer smaller page sizes to bigger ones. But
the evidence from hundreds of reformatting
projects in the past shows that conversion to
tabloid alone does little for newspaper sales.
More pertinent is the need to respond to
readers’ demands for more and more specific
content relating to their own personal needs,
while at the same time taking into account
that they profess to have less and less time
available to absorb it all.
It is in this area that newspapers have a
chance to improve their appeal, value and
therefore circulation. Unlike broadcast media,

which are generally taken for granted and
acquired free of charge, printed media expect
their consumers to pay for their content. It
is therefore vital that newspapers, which
are proving remarkably resilient against a
bombardment of alternative information
sources, and means of filling time, demonstrate
ever greater value both for money for time.
This report provides insights from some of
the world’s leading newspaper designers.
Their fellow practitioners offer examples of
good newspaper design.
We examine best practice, not only in
newspaper design, but in the important area
of advertising design and presentation, and
suggest a ten-step plan for those publishers
planning a move to tabloid.
Finally, we draw on the expertise of some of
the industry’s leading suppliers to examine
developments in content management,
printing and newsprint.
Whether you are a newspaper designer or editor,
or a publisher seeking guidance in how to take
your newspaper to a higher, more appealing
level, there is something in this report for you.
5
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1. Size matters
By Jim Chisholm

Size, it appears, is big business in newspapers.
Across the world, more and more publishers
seem to turning to tabloid.
The broadsheet is dead may be the correct
answer.

revitalised by its new owners, the Irish
Independent News and Media. But as the
tenth player in the UK’s notoriously cut-throat
market of ten national dailies, it has lacked
the marketing muscle to exploit its steadily
improving editorial service.

The newspaper world has been mightily
impressed with the recent results of The
Independent in London, but while such a
transformation may have been beneficial in
this case, the industry’s history is littered
with hundreds of examples where such a
move has had little or no impact on long-term
circulation performance.

On September 30, 2003, The Independent
appeared in London in both broadsheet
and tabloid format. Retailers and vendors
presented the two differently sized but in
terms of content identical products side by
side, inviting the reader to choose between
them. It was a brilliant move for a number
of reasons. Firstly, the simple commitment
to consistency signalled to the market that
the product was the same, overcoming any
implication that somehow tabloid represented
a different set of values to broadsheet.

The Independent, the United Kingdom’s
youngest and, in circulation terms, smallest
broadsheet has enjoyed a radical and
affectionate reputation since it was launched
in 1986.

The provision of both formats not only
minimised the risk of the new format failing,
but also encouraged the market to choose
between them, thereby providing a perfect
piece of market research.

Following a tough few years when the
paper lacked direction, it has been greatly

Coincidentally, it forced the retailers to
present both versions to the market, thereby

But whether to move to tabloid or not, is not
the correct strategic question.
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improving the newspapers’ presence at the
point of sale.
Since then, The Independent has opted for a
solely tabloid format.
Sales results have been excellent, and while
it is difficult to determine the base impact
because of the various and ever-changing
permutation of distribution and format.
Suffice to say sales for the six months to
March 2004 were 11 per cent ahead of the
previous year in a market that was 3 per cent
down overall.
No one seems to have been more impressed
with this move than The Independent’s most
formidable opponent, Rupert Murdoch, owner
of The Times, perhaps the world’s most
famous broadsheet. Mr Murdoch’s alleged
message to his own team in London was
simple. Copy what The Independent has done.
And so The Times too launched a dual format
strategy.
Mr Murdoch has been determined to
dominate the UK’s quality newspaper sector
as he does the popular tabloid sector. It has
been suggested that he had long wanted to
convert the Times to a tabloid in an effort to
attract a more populist audience, but feared
a backlash, that he was dumbing down one
of the world’s great media institutions. The
success of the Independent’s experiment gave
him the excuse he needed.
Mr Murdoch is a consummate newspaperman.
Readers want tabloid, so they should have
it. But even within his empire we learn the
first lesson of transformation strategies.
Going tabloid is no panacea. Prior to its
changeover, The Times was losing 8 per cent
of its circulation a year. Today its year-onyear performance can best be described as
“on par”, and its market share of the sector is
declining.
The Independent suits its tabloid clothes.
It is a lively newspaper with a young
audience, a radical agenda and, despite its
relatively meagre resources, an excellent
team of writers. It’s straightforward modern
design, with relatively low volumes of
advertising, survived the presentation in
two formats.
A second lesson from The Times experience,
is that heavy quotas of advertising have to
be handled well. The Times benefits from far
8

higher volumes of advertising, and many of
its supplements have remained in broadsheet
format.
But what the experience of both newspapers
has shown is, that from the readers’
perspective any notion that tabloid is in some
way tacky, has been rebutted.
As George Brock, managing editor of The
Times, put it: “What’s happened to the
paper’s circulation since we launched the
compact edition has shown us that we were
needlessly nervous about reader reaction to
offering both formats.”
Meanwhile a third player in UK quality
market, The Guardian, has confirmed its
intention to remain a broadsheet. “The tabloid
Independent and Times have shown that
the format change can lead to a different
type of journalism,” said Alan Rusbridger,
editor of The Guardian. “Our key priority is
to maintain the integrity of The Guardian’s
journalism, and we believe that will be
achieved in the long-term through sustained
editorial investment and remaining distinctive
in an ever-converging newspaper market.”
Mr Rusbridger has a point. The
transformation of The Times and Independent
has taken the share of tabloid newspapers
in the UK national market from 78 per cent
to 87 per cent. Differentiation is clearly an
issue.
In Australia, News Limited — belonging to
Mr Murdoch — is thought to have considered
a tabloid Courier-Mail in Brisbane, but shied
away because it feared a switch would leave
an opening for Fairfax to launch a Brisbane
Morning Herald into the vacant broadsheet
space.
Perhaps the most extraordinary outcome has
been the way newspapers around the world
have responded to The Independent’s success.
To the World Association of Newspapers’
knowledge at least 20 major newspapers
around the world, have announced that they
either intend to change, have changed or are
looking seriously at such a move.
Suddenly everyone seems to be talking about
tabloid, or compact, as some sort of magical
solution.
The reality is that The Independent’s move is
simply another example in a 50-year tendency
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The Independent: a British
broadsheet that turned tabloid

toward tabloid. It was absolutely the right
move, brilliantly executed, for The Independent.
But this does not mean it is right for everyone.
In addition, the concept of dual formats is also
proving popular either as a means to an end or
the end itself. The biggest-selling Swiss daily,
Blick, is trialling a tabloid version. Its motto:
“Two formats — same content.” Subscribers
will continue to receive the larger format, but
will also receive vouchers they can exchange
for the compact size at a newsstand. At the
end of the trial a decision will be made as to
which size is most effective.
The Irish Independent has followed its UK
sister, and it too appears in both formats.
The Belgian quality newspaper, De Standaard,
changed its format on March 8, 2004.
Aftenposten in Oslo has also announced
it will “renew” in early 2005, because the
“majority of Aftenposten readers have
expressed a desire for a newspaper in a more
handy format”.
All things being equal, research consistently
shows that most readers prefer tabloids. In
focus groups they confess to being baffled
why newspapers are produced in a format
that requires a table on which to be read
comfortably, that is impossible to fold on a
train or plane. They claim that the connotations
of tabloid that so obsess publishers and editors
are merely within their own imaginations.
However newspapers are, or should be, strong
brands. And the imagery that is attached to
those brands, relies to some extent on the
format of the newspaper and this must be
considered during any transformation. For The

Independent the move was obvious. For The
Times, it was harder to play, something that Mr
Brock rightly alluded to his comment above.
There are also economic considerations to
be accounted for. Tabloid formats have a
diluting effect on advertising revenues. The
changeover itself can be costly requiring
expensive communications, new designs, and
often staff retraining.
Below is a ten-step plan for moving from
broadsheet to tabloid. It is based on this
author’s experience of having worked on four
such transformations over the past 20 years,
and of course countless other examples.

1. Research before and after
Central to any successful development in the
newspaper is research both in anticipation of
any change and afterwards to measure reaction.
Research should cover the following points:
• Readers’ reactions to any proposed
change in format, both in terms of their
potential changes in behaviour and their
possible attitudes. In one transformation
that this writer worked on, one day’s
broadsheet newspaper was identically
reproduced in tabloid format, with exactly
9
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the same stories, pictures, graphics and
advertisements. When the paper was
shown to focus groups the respondents
widely believed that the content was very
different, more sensational, and with a
different tone. During one focus group,
when the readers were subsequently shown
the original broadsheet as proof that the
content was the same, they accused the
researchers of having faked the broadsheet.
• Identification of those segments of the
readership that will react negatively to a
new format. Older readers, particularly
men, are change-averse and require special
communication to be convinced that the
change is for the better. Equally there will
be groups of infrequent or non-readers
who will be encouraged to read more
often by the change in format. Again, this
group needs to be defined and targeted.
• Views about re-sectioning or new
supplements;
• Advertisers’ opinions and likely reactions
are also critical. Specific considerations are:
i. Regular front-page advertisers who are
likely to lose their positions;
ii. Regular full-page advertisers who will
take tabloid full pages instead, to determining
their likely attitudes toward pricing;
After the new format is launched (either
across all distribution or in a dual distribution
like the Independent), it is important to
research readers’ reactions over time. Of
course it is arguably too late to reverse the
decision (this should have been confirmed
prior to the change), but pockets of negative
reaction, or specific responses to key
elements of the new paper can be identified
and the paper tuned.
In-paper questionnaires are an excellent
way of gathering reader attitudes, needs
and concerns, both before and after the
transformation. Many newspapers now run
full-page questionnaires in paper. Another
option is to encourage participation either via
the Internet, email, or even mobile phone.

2. A means to an end, not an
end in itself
Let’s face it. Transformation to tabloid
10

is unlikely on its own, to provide most
newspapers with the levels of improved
circulation that The Independent has enjoyed
to date. Experience suggests that newspapers
see a benefit from their move to tabloid
over about six months. This is partly due to
curiosity, among casual and non-readers, and
also in response to the inevitable promotional
activity that surrounds the transformation.
Sustained growth beyond this point is due
to other factors, that often coincide with
the change of format, such as improved
content, better marketing, and so on. Unless
the transformation is part of a radical
repositioning down market of the newspaper,
then it should be seen as a tactical rather than
a strategic move. One that is utilised to signal
product improvement or change of appeal.
In the case of The Independent, its young
audience and journalistic style was crying out
for a tabloid presentation. This is why it has
been successful.
Transformation is an opportunity to represent
the newspaper’s content and value to a wider
audience. The opportunity lies in the curiosity
value and positioning message that the
change creates.
For this reason, it is important that everyone
on the newspaper understands exactly why
the newspaper is changing. Simply to change
because readers seem to prefer tabloids is not
enough. They may prefer the tabloid format
but this is neither why they are reading
the paper, nor why in many cases they are
reading less often.

3. Anticipate the advertising
implications
Moving from broadsheet to tabloid has major
implications for advertising sales. Without
attention to pricing policy yields are diluted
in three ways:
• As the illustrations show, conversion to
tabloid results in a loss of around 10 per
cent of sellable space. This is because
column centimetres are lost in terms of
margins in the centre of the tabloid spread,
and in additional header space.
• Another factor is that since advertisers
tend to buy full pages, as multiples of the
column centimetre rate, revenues from
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Broadsheet page layouts

Tabloid page layouts

Additional
margins

Extra
header
space

3,456 column cm of sellable space
across two broadsheet pages.

3,168 column cm of sellable space
across four tabloid pages.

Web width options

Wider web
adds breadth
to the
broadsheet
page

Wider
web adds
length
to the
tabloid
page

broadsheet full pages are lost to their
tabloid equivalents.
• The third factor relates to premiums
enjoyed for front-page positions.
Advertisements destroy the look and impact
of front pages, and research demonstrates
that they have a negative effect on readers’
perceptions of the newspaper.
However there are a number of ways of offsetting these negative factors:
• Straight conversion from broadsheet
to tabloid results in a pagination that is
(theoretically, marginally over) twice
that of its broadsheet equivalent. Readers
perceive the paper as being fatter (which
it is), with more content (which it
hasn’t). It is therefore possible to tighten

Portrait advertisements, which
are around a half page in size
but rotated to be vertical on the
page are very popular with
advertisers, but over a certain
size, they inhibit the page
editors from producing a
reasonable editorial spread.

pagination, reducing content, without the
reader believing their content is being
reduced. Advertising quotas are lifted but
depending on the number of what were
previously broadsheet full pages, this is
manageable. This also should result in a
saving in editorial costs, since they are
producing less material.
• Some newspapers attempt charge a
premium for full pages, and why not?
As Thomas Axen, chief executive of
Bonnier’s newspaper division points out,
one wouldn’t expect to pay less for an TV
advertisement appearing on a 40cm TV
screen from one appearing on a 60cm TV!
• A fourth tactic is to exploit the fact
that in tabloid newspapers, the fact that
11
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different readers read different parts of
the newspaper is accentuated. It therefore
is possible to increase an advertisements
impact and frequency by advertising
twice in the same newspaper. Just as TV
advertisers pay to appear in different time
slots on one channel on the same evening,
so advertisers should be trained to treat
the newspaper as a channel, with differing
segments.
Unfortunately, too few newspapers produce
page traffic research in order for them to
exploit this opportunity effectively.

4. New format, new design
Another factor is that tabloid newspapers
require different design disciplines to
broadsheet. Tabloid newspapers, because they
have higher paginations, and at any one time
the reader has less content to choose from,
require better sign-posting and navigation.
Pictures tend to take up a greater proportion
of the page; as does advertising. As a general
rule, broadsheet designs do not transfer well
to tabloid.
This does not mean that basic elements of the
design, such as headline and body type, use
of graphics, etc, cannot be retained, but work
is always required to prepare the new tabloid
presentation.

5. Communicate with readers,
advertisers and distributors, retailers
Any well-planned change of format should
be an opportunity for everyone. But there are
a number of key communication issues that
are essential if the outcome of the plan is
achieved.

Communicate with readers
It is important to advise readers well in advance
of the forthcoming change and encourage their
participation in terms of views, concerns or
ideas. Some editors run articles about their
plans, and encourage readers’ participation
through dedicated phone lines, email or even
discussion groups with journalists.
On the first day that the transformed
newspaper appears, it is a good idea to
introduce readers to the changes with a guide
to where to find key parts of the paper.
12

The editor who
dared to listen
One editor, realising that there would
be a considerable backlash among
segments of his readership when
he relaunched his newspapers as a
tabloid, ran a panel in the newspaper
encouraging readers to phone him.
Over 1,000 did, and he responded
personally over time to most of them.
The fact that he went to this length in
fact turned any concerns that readers
had to the newspaper’s advantage.
That an editor was willing to speak to
readers about their concerns probably
did more to overcome reader prejudice
than any aspect of the relaunch.

Communicate with advertisers
Advertisers will also have their concerns. The
issues relating to advertising raised above
are a small part of this. As readers (which
most advertisers are) they too will welcome
the transformation, but they will also have
concerns. A well-trained and well-briefed
sales force will turn the change to tabloid
to the newspaper’s advantage, exploiting
changes in pricing, and position to increase
rather than dilute revenues.

Communicate with distributors
The third group of stakeholders who must
be communicated with are distributors and
sellers of the newspaper. Format changes
may affect the bundling of sections. There
are also significant implications for how
the newspaper is presented at the point
of sale. It may be that racking for the
newspaper may require alteration. Retailers
should also be encouraged to attract nonreaders to at least sample the new-look
newspaper.

6. Anticipate and respond to criticism
Inevitably some sectors of the newspapers
readership will not like the changes,
particularly older, male readers. These groups
should be identified, quantified and special
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CHARITIES face new legal
curbs on the activities of professional street fundraisers amid
fears that they threaten to undermine public trust in some of
the best-known good causes.
Today’s Queen’s Speech, setting out the Government’s legislative programme for the next
year, includes a draft Charities
Bill designed to halt alleged
abuses in the way that donors
are recruited on the street and
to provide greater transparency
on where their money goes.
The proposed measures
come after growing concern
about the use of “chuggers” —
or charity muggers — a regular
sight on high streets but also a
nuisance to passers-by who
object to being asked to sign up
for direct debit donations.
Professional
fundraising
firms have mushroomed in the
past five years, exploiting a
legal loophole by which they
evade prewar legislation governing
public
fundraising
because they do not solicit cash
donations.
These fundraisers usually admit to being paid. They are
obliged to tell potential donors
that the high fees charged for
their services mean that little,
or none, of the money given in
the first year will benefit good
causes. It is commonplace for
potential donors not to be told.
Terms of contracts vary but
the cost of employing one high
street fundraiser for a day can
be as much as £100, exceeding
the average annual return from
direct debit donations.
Last year these chuggers
coaxed, charmed and cajoled
700,000 donors into pledging
£240 million to charities over
the next five years. But a recent
survey found deep public
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By Tom Baldwin,
Stephen Brook
and Laura Peek
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for Arsenal
in Europe

hostility towards this new phenomenon, with people opposed
to being solicited in this way by
a margin of five to one.
The Times carried out a spotcheck of chuggers working a
patch of Central London between Oxford Street and
Covent Garden yesterday.
Of five charities operating in
the area, including Amnesty International and Shelter, not one
chugger volunteered the information that they are paid for
their work. They also, without
exception, failed to disclose
voluntarily that a portion of
donations goes to the chugging
company that employs them
rather than the charity itself.
Growing competition for income has forced some of Britain’s best-known charities, including the NSPCC, the RNLI,
the RSPCA, Oxfam and the
British Red Cross, to spend
heavily on this form of fundraising. They claim that it is the
best way of reaching young,
first-time donors.
But an examination of these
charities’ accounts shows that
the ratio between donor income and the cost of fundraising has fallen sharply in
recent years. For instance, in
2001-02, Oxfam’s income rose
from £65.9 million to £73.5 million, but spending on fundraising increased by almost as
much — from £13.6 million to
£18.4 million.
The Home Office draft Bill
being announced today would
require all chuggers to “inform
potential donors what proportion of their donation will be
used to pay the costs of the
fundraiser”. Charities will also
have to publish details in a standard format showing how much
donor income is spent on
administration and fundraising.
Thunderer, page 17
Pushy evangelists, page 21

Even the taxman can’t stop Jonny smiling

All smiles: England rugby hero Jonny Wilkinson back in Britain yesterday.

By Helen Nugent
and Sam Lister
THE VICTORIOUS England
rugby team returned home yesterday to a rapturous welcome
from fans, numerous civic
honours and the chill embrace
of the tax man.
As the players basked in
national adulation on their first
day back in Britain, the Inland
Revenue was awaiting its share
of their success — at least half a
million pounds in tax on their
win bonuses.
Each of the 30-man squad
will receive bonuses of about
£41,000 in recognition of their
historic World Cup triumph,

with the Chancellor entitled to
a 40 per cent cut.
But tax was probably the last
thing on the players’ minds as
they absorbed the relentless
attention of thousands of
cheering fans and a huge scrum
of journalists.
After negotiating the masses
at Heathrow, where the team’s
aircraft landed shortly after
4.30am,
Jonny
Wilkinson
headed for his Newcastle home
and the more comforting attentions of his family.
Within hours of arriving,
Wilkinson had been honoured
with the freedom of the city.
Ever the dedicated sportsman,
he also revealed that he was

PHOTO: BEN GURR

available — “if selected” — for
a match this Saturday.
Flanked by his parents,
Wilkinson, 24, said: “I am ready
to go. I’m anxious about getting
out there.”
In 1966, the World Cupwinning
football
players
escaped tax penalties on their
£1,000 victory bonuses after the
High Court ruled that the
payments were an “accolade”
rather than “remuneration”.
That loophole has since been
closed.
Taste of glory, page 7
Magnus Linklater, page 16
Debate, page 68
Sport, pages 78-81
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The Times: a British broadsheet and
a tabloid too

communication programmes should be put in
place in order to encourage them to overcome
any prejudices.

7. Consider sections and supplements
One thorny problem of tabloid newspapers
is what to do with sections. Because of the
way broadsheet newspapers are folded,
sections neatly stack behind or within each
other. But with tabloids sections that are
printed “on-the-run” all fall within each
other as one seemingly massive bundle
of sections within sections. This creates
confusion for readers and frustration for
advertisers. There are a number of possible
solutions depending on the configuration
of the printing press and the available
technology in the mailroom.

8. Consider new web widths
One interesting option is to widen the web,
on the press, thereby increasing the length
of the tabloid page. Such a practice, known
as Berliner format, provides an elegant
compromise between broadsheet and tabloid,
and many newspapers, particularly in
Germany and Austria, have adopted it.
While the newsprint costs per page increase,
newspapers with extensive classified lineage
can spread their advertising over fewer pages,
and again achieve improvements in quota.

• Stapling of sections provides an ideal
solution for differentiating different parts
of the newspaper.

In addition, page rates can be raised because
there are more cms to the page.

• Bi-liner inserting enables sections to be
placed side by side in the centre of the
main jacket of the newspaper

9. Revisit the rate card

• Printing some sections as broadsheets
offers a nice solution that suits certain
topics such as business or recruitment.
This is favoured by The Times.

Another factor is examining the rate card.
Because most newspapers only produce
average issue readership measurements and
do not provide measures by page and section
it is difficult to demonstrate the value of
various parts of the paper.

• Different paper stocks can also be used
in some cases. These can be different
colours or qualities.

Readership levels vary dramatically from
page to page, and this is more true in thick
tabloids than thin broadsheets.
13
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The removal of front (and often back) page
special positions means the need to identify
and sell high-traffic positions is even more
important.
Another tactic is to ban advertisements that
are over a certain proportion of the page.
Advertisements that take up say 65% of the
page, kill any good presentation of editorial
content, and some newspapers do not allow
these. Such a decision requires critical,
objective examination, but there are distinct
benefits to both editorial page design and
advertising yield from introducing such a
policy.

larger than A4 size. It has now been launched
in cities in France, Switzerland and Spain.
Aimed at high-spending young commuters,
it features a strong news agenda, and lively
graphical presentation.
It is more than likely that we will soon see A5
newspapers, following the line of magazines
into ever tinier formats.
Small, they say, is beautiful. Time will tell if
it is successful.
Jim Chisholm is Strategy Advisor to the World
Association of Newspapers and director of its
project, Shaping the Future of the Newspaper.
jim.chisholm@futureofthenewspaper.com

10. Don’t expect too much
The final issue when considering a
transformation to tabloid, is that of
expectation. In the absence of any other
factors, experience would suggest that you
should not be over-optimistic regarding the
likely improvement in sale.
Yes, readers prefer tabloid formats. Yes there
have been some very successful newspapers
that were once broadsheet and our now
tabloid, but format in itself is no panacea.
Few newspapers have seen significant
improvements in sale from their changes,
and those that have, have been excellent
newspapers in other ways.
Finally, do not believe that tabloid is the final
word in the debate on size.
Just as more and more newspapers are
looking to transform from broadsheet to
tabloid, so more and more newspapers are
appearing in even smaller formats.
Despite the fact that many of the world’s most
reputable newspapers – Le Monde, Newsday,
El Mundo – are tabloids, our industry has
been hijacked by the notion that tabloids
somehow suggest tacky, and that magazine
format suggests comic strip, even though
both research and experience have shown that
readers clearly differentiate between content
quality and product format.
In Austria, many of the top-selling papers,
including top-selling Kronen Zeitung, are
similar to A4 in size. Another successful
example of this is “20 minutes”. This free
distribution commuter newspaper, the
brainchild of the Schibsted Group, is little
14
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2. The secrets of good design
By Ally Palmer and Terry Watson

THERE are no secrets to newspaper design.
Good newspaper design is not a card trick
— there are no sleights of hand. All the cards
are on the table, in the shape of newspapers
from around the world, available to everyone
in the industry every day.
Nor is good design something that is available
only to a select few, the big national dailies in
rich industrialised countries who can afford
huge design departments. A small-circulation
local newspaper can never compete with a big
city daily in terms of lavish section covers
and high-design glossy magazines, but it can
be – and often is – a better designed product.
But there are a number of less obvious key
points which every newspaper, whether a
serious financial broadsheet, a downmarket
gossip tabloid, an internationally-renowned
flagship title of a multinational group or a
tiny community weekly from a quiet rural
backwater, should take on board.
These points will not on their own
automatically transform a newspaper

Puls Biznesu, Warsaw: A small
circulation, but voted among the world’s
best designed newspapers in the 2004
Society for News Design awards.
15
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from something that looked like it was
thrown together in 20 minutes into a cuttingedge manual of cool. But without them,
no newspaper can achieve a successful
design – by which we mean a design that is
functional for the newspaper staff, reflects
the content and nature of the newspaper,
and is appreciated (subconsciously) by the
reader.

Respect typography

may as well have gone with a font from
Mrs Smith’s family newsletter that was
actually designed for a burger menu.
• Keep up to date. Type designers around
the world are constantly improving their
existing fonts, developing new versions of
their libraries and, of course, creating new
fonts, to take into account developments
systems and press technology. Would
you stick with an old bit of software if
you knew there was a more practical and
efficient version easily available?

Type is the most basic of the design
elements, but is frequently the most
misunderstood. There are many newspapers
which boast beautiful contemporary type
whichnevertheless look badly designed
because the type is used wrongly or is
inappropriate.
There are newspapers with a very good
underlying design that look messy and old
fashioned because they are using type that
was designed in 1960 for 1960s presses and
1960s tastes. But there are also newspapers
that use type you thought would have been
thrown out with the Letraset sheets, but which
use the type so perfectly and precisely that it
looks wonderful.
These are the main issues regarding
newspapers and typography:
• Be distinctive The desktop revolution
means everyone has access to common
typefaces. Do you want your newspaper
to share a look with Mrs Smith’s family
newsletter?
• Don’t be mean with type. Good quality,
contemporary type is not cheap. But it is
your newspaper’s outfit, and it will wear it
every day for many years to come. Would
you have a suit made from the cheapest
fabric if you planned to wear it every day
for 10 years?
• Respect the font. When you choose a
font which has been designed for use
in a newspaper, months and months of
technical work will have gone into its
creation to optimise its legibility and
functionality as well as its appearance.
If you then allow your staff to stretch
it, squeeze it, tighten it, open it up and
otherwise treat it like a five-year-old
would treat an indestructible toy, you
16

Hufvudstadsbladet in Helsinki uses Whitney,
a very distinctive new font designed by
Tobias Frere-Jones at the Hoefler Type
Foundry, in its recent redesign.

Instil discipline
For all that doomsayers have predicted for
decades that first radio, then television, then
the Internet and now mobile technology
would sound the death knell for print, readers
still want newspapers because they, more than
any other media form, can organise news and
information into a cohesive package. They
make sense of daily events.
Complex issues are best reported and analysed
and explained within a newspaper format.
As new media increasingly take over the job
of newsbreakers, this will become an ever
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more important aspect of the newspapers’
role. Increasingly, newspapers are no longer
NEWSpapers, but THE NEWS EXPLAINED
papers.Which means that it is ever more
important that newspapers present themselves
as cohesive, organised and easily followed.
This is one of the chief tasks of design.
It is through the design that a newspaper is able
to portray to its readers its function of gathering
up the chaotic mess of a day’s random events
and topics, arranging them, evaluating them,
editing them, packaging them and reassembling
them for its readers in a logical, structured and
sensible way — illustrated, selected, analysed
and commented upon.
It is through design that the newspaper can
signal what is important, what is supplementary,
what is entertaining, what is unusual, what is
worthy. It is through design that a newspaper is
able to take multi-layered, multi-faceted stories
and present them in an accessible and easily
digested package – a package that cannot be
matched by any other medium.

that of making sense of the news. This means
that the design must above all emphasise
consistency – there is no room for maverick
tendencies in general newspaper pages.
• Similar stories must be presented in a
similar manner.
• Similar aspects of stories must be
presented in identical ways.
• There should be no deviation from rules
governing the way certain elements of a
page are dealt with.
• The design must be extensive enough to
cope with anything that the newsroom can
throw at it.
Every person involved in the production
or visual side of the newspaper must be
completely familiar with, and abide by, the
design regulations. So, if the design stipulates
that a commentary on a news story has a
14pt sans type capital two word label above
a 3-line serif italic headline and an indented
picture byline inset into a 12pt bold intro and
set left type with a pull quote in 16pt grey
type set on 18pt leading and all inside a
0.3pt panel with a 6pt top rule, then it MUST
appear that way EVERY time.
No reader is going to notice it. But, if every
time a commentary appears
it is presented in a different way, however
slightly, the subliminal message to the reader
is that this is a newspaper that is not in
control of its content. And if a newspaper
cannot control its own content, how can it
possibly hope to convince readers that it can
manage the chaotic mess of a day’s news
events?
That is not to say that newspapers must be
static. They should surprise their readers now
and again. But surprises must be planned; it
must be clear when, why and how to break
the rules.

The Herald. The Herald, based in Glasgow,
Scotland, is a well-organised newspaper that
packages complex stories in a way that is
accessible for readers.

Without a strongly-regulated design, a
newspaper will portray complex and often
chaotic events in a chaotic manner, destroying
the impression that they must be able to give –

Don’t get overwhelmed by the late
news rush
One of the most venerable of newspaper
traditions is the frantic pre-deadline scramble,
that mad hour or two before the presses roll
when most of the newspaper somehow comes
together amid shouts and cursing and raised
17
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blood pressure. It is a throwback to the days
when newspapers really did break news and
just maybe someone once did shout: “Hold
the front page!” Of course, newspapers still
do break exclusive news, and, of course, it is
still vital that newspapers include information
that is as up to date as possible.
But newspapers are no longer the prime
conveyors of up-to-date information. If a
story breaks at mid-day, it will be devoured
by the 24-hour media for a full 18 hours
before a reader finally opens his morning
paper – the “breaking news” immediacy of a
story, no matter how big or small the event,
will have disappeared long before a page
planner even begins to think about how to
present the story.

In design terms, this means that a story which
would be best illuminated for readers with
break-out information boxes explaining side
issues, infographics detailing the likely next
steps, panels demonstrating the response
from interested parties, an illustrative picture
package and so on, will be shoved on a page
as one big story with a headline and a picture.
Even if it does arrive on the desk as a package,
how much time will there be to finesse the
details and ensure that the approach to the
page is right, if most of the precious hour
remaining before deadline is taken up by
actually constructing the page? It doesn’t have
to be this way, and it shouldn’t be.
The three keys to effective management of
the design and presentation of news are:
• Pre-planning
• Integrating design
• Use of templates
Introducing them does not require earlier
deadlines for writers, or earlier page deadlines
– it simply requires a different approach to
the editorial process.

Pre-planning
Dagens Næringsliv. Dagens Næringsliv,
in Oslo, Norway, has strict rules and
regulations covering the presentation of
every aspect of its content. This leads to a
cohesive end product.

In most newspapers, the basic news agenda
of the next day’s edition is decided at the
morning meeting. It may be tweaked along
the way, it may be overtaken by events, it
may be disrupted by late advert bookings,
but the basic shape will generally remain. Yet
in so many newspapers, the page building
process will not commence until that predeadline scramble is just around the corner.
And the obvious results of too many pages
coming together too late in the day are: hasty,
ill-judged decisions and compromises on
quality due to pressure of time. Mistakes are
made, wrong choices made, bad pages passed
- and generally the reason is: “We did the best
we could in the time we had. It’s all we had
time to do. We didn’t have the time to get it
absolutely right, the page just had to go.”
18

After morning conference, when a decision
has been taken about how to treat one of the
main stories of the day, it should be possible
immediately thereafter to transfer those
decisions on to a page, with shapes allocated
for every element. The design decisions
can be taken at the very start of the day. Of
course, these can be adjusted to any degree
later if necessary, but it is always easier to
adjust something that is already established
than to create from new at a later stage when
time is running short.
This can be done for all the main items in
the news agenda, but equally when decisions
are made that particular stories are not very
important, but worth including, they should
not sit around to be squeezed in somewhere
are the last moment, but edited and placed in
one of the “supporting slots” around the main
stories. If things change, they can be lifted
out into a more prominent slot, or dropped
- but nothing has been lost by making early
decisions, and if all goes according to the
early plan, everything has been gained.
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Using templates
If you were to take a wide range of standard
pages from a series of similar newspapers
and analyse them for their basic structure,
ignoring superficial aspects such as colour
palette and typography and allowing
for individual elements such as the use
of labelling, you would find that most
newspapers make the same decisions based
on the same factors and arrive at pretty much
the same conclusions.
There are of course many “special” pages
where complete creative freedom is given to
an individual, in which case the possibilities
are endless, but for the vast majority of pages,
the layout decision process is identical, and
the outcomes are very similar.
The layout decision process is governed by:
Whether it is a left or right-hand page
Number of stories
Cinco Dias. Cinco Dias, in Madrid, covers
complex business and financial issues,
but by planning the treatment in advance it
presents them in an attractive, multi-faceted
package that could not have been achieved
in a rush against deadline.

Integrating design
Design has to become an integral part of
the editorial process, not an end-of-the-line
service which takes stories and tries to fit
them into the page. When an idea is discussed
at the morning meeting, the very next stage
should be to give it a physical shape. The
treatment is then reviewed by everyone
involved – editors, picture editors, writers,
graphic artists – and once agreed, everyone
contributing to the story works to that
masterplan. It is not a set-in-stone template
. . . elements can be added, taken away and
adjusted, or its position in the paper can be
moved. But there is immediate clarity on the
goals of the people involved.
The significant shift for many newspapers
is in rethinking the role of design and layout
in their daily process. The traditional model
is for the first part of the day to be devoted
to writing and news gathering, the second
part of the day to production and design. In
fact designers must be part of the news team
alongside writers, editors, photographers and
graphic artists — every step of the way.

Size and position of adverts
Number and shape of pictures
Structure of the facing page
In fact, it is probably possible to build a
simple piece of software which, if a layout
journalist fed in the relevant data, would
instantly produce the ideal layout. The
fact is that the variations are very far from
endless. Most newspaper pages follow
simple standard rules. Yet many newspapers
till function on the blank-sheet principle:
pages are built from scratch every time,
even though the person doing the building
has compiled an almost identical page twice
already that day, a dozen times that week,
hundreds of times that year.
There are good reasons why many
journalists are suspicious of templates;
an overly-templated newspaper can
feel functional and lifeless. Of course
newspapers have to be fully responsive to
the content. But it makes sense to deal with
the mechanical aspects of the production of
ordinary pages in a more efficient manner
in order to allow more time and attention to
be spent on the things that are important to
readers — words and pictures.
It is a matter of turning round one aspect of
the editorial process. Instead of design and
layout staff manipulating the page structure
19
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and the results of the news agenda to fill
the page, news desk staff manipulate the
news agenda to fit page structures. It sounds
Draconian, but so long as it applies only to
the ordinary stories that comprise two-thirds
of every edition, and is done in a way that is
flexible, it works.
The test is this: give a news boss the choice.
One: simply hand over your stories and
leave them at the mercy of the news
design team, who will have to manipulate
them to fit their page construction.
Or two: work to predetermined templates,
agreed in advance with editors and
chief designers, selecting, placing and
manipulating stories as the day progresses,
giving writers precise instructions about
the requirements of the page.
The second test is this: give the design team
a choice.
One: spend most of your time churning
out the same layouts over and over again.
Or two: let the editors and the template
system deal with the humdrum aspects
of your job, and then revel in the time to
concentrate on making that big story really
come alive and add those killer touches to
that picture treatment.
Templates are the designer’s – and the news
editor’s – best friend.

Make your newspaper multitimescale
Much has been written about the fact that
readers now spend significantly less time
with their newspapers. It is probably the
single most important statistic in recent
reader research. Yes, on average, people are
more time-pressed than ever before. Yes,
on average, people are getting their news
from more sources than ever before. Yes, on
average, people read their newspapers for a
shorter time.
However, one of the great advantages that
newspapers have over rival media is their
flexibility. You can flick through a newspaper in
a way that you can’t flick through TV or a news
website. You can choose to read a newspaper
when and where you want, for as long as you
want, and as frequently as you want.
20

HBL. Tabloid spreads such as these in
Hufvudstadsbladet in Helsinki can be
templated to ease the production process
and leave editors free to concentrate on
words and pictures.

A reader may have one minute to glance a
his or her newspaper, then five minutes, then
15 minutes. Occasionally they may have half
an hour. Once in a while, stuck in a waiting
room or in a train, they may even have an
hour. The important thing is that on each
occasion, the newspaper must be able to
satisfy the reader’s requirements.
The average time spent with a newspaper
is decreasing – which means, however, that
there are still significant numbers of readers
with less time to spare than the average and
significant numbers of readers with more time
to spare than the average. And it will differ
with every reader every day – nobody’s day
is so regulated that they only ever have a
fixed 12 minutes to spend on their newspaper.
During the course of seven days reading, it
may vary from five minutes one day to an
hour and five minutes the next.
The significant point from this trend is
that readers as consumers are less likely to
persevere with a product that does not meet
their constantly changing requirements,
particularly when the competition from TV
and the Internet is so intense.
It is no use catering purely for the 10-minute
reader, because the day will very quickly
arrive when that reader suddenly has an hour
to spare with the newspaper, and the moment
that reader realises there is nothing to read
beyond the usual 10 minutes will be the
moment he or she decides that it is no longer
worth buying that newspaper. Equally, a solid
core of every readership will be devotees,
those who for varying reasons spend more
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an hour and more every day devouring the
content. Lose them, and you have lost your
most loyal customers – never a good business
idea.
But how (apart from a multi-format option
of producing different versions of the paper
for different market sectors) do you cater
for such divergent requirements within
a single product? The answer is to make
your newspaper time-flexible – a key task
of modern newspaper design. The way the
newspaper packages and presents its content
must be geared to satisfying the glance reader
and the time-luxurious reader (and this may
be the same person on different days).
You can produce a newspaper that would take
four hours to read from front to back that
will also satisfy the five-minute reader, if you
make your design multi-functional.
If your design does not make use of all the
easy-access and graphic digest techniques
– labels, summaries, multi-headings, smartboxes, digests, quick intros, fact-panels, quick
commentaries and catch-up graphics – then
you are essentially producing a newspaper on
one timescale. You are producing a newspaper
exclusively for readers with two hours to
devote to your newspaper. And while that
may be admirable, it is not practical.
If, through digests and summaries and teasers
and quick extracts, readers can close your
newspaper feeling that have acquired some
value from it even in a couple of minutes,
they will return to it, regardless of whether
they would need half a day to read all the
in-depth stories at length. If they get nothing
more from a quick glance than headlines that
tell them very little and a big grey expanse
of text, they will not return unless they know
they can commit enough time to make the
purchase worthwhile.
If your newspaper is dominated by pages that
have nothing but text, headlines and a picture,
then your newspaper is one-dimensional,
catering for readers with lots of time.
There are few of those, and their number is
decreasing by the day. You need a design
that will cater for a fragmented market.
Such a newspaper is much more complex
to produce than the basic one-dimensional
model, and probably more expensive, but if
you question whether it is worthwhile, try to
think of another mass market product which

is available in only one format, and a very
restricted one at that.

Respect your customer’s design and
lifestyle sensibilities
There used to be a saying in the newspaper
industry to the effect that no-one ever failed
by under-estimating their readers. Within
this context, whether that is true or not is
immaterial. What is true is that a newspaper’s
customers are more design conscious than
ever before.
The new generation of readers are more brand
aware than ever before. They have never
been more alert to the fact that what they buy,
what they carry, says much about them. Don’t
underestimate the impact of the newspaper as
a fashion statement. Newspapers are a hugely
visible part of everyday life, like carrier bags
and coffee, like shoes and portable music
players. In 2004, you are what you consume,
and people still consume newspapers in huge
numbers. Your choice reflects your status.

Dagens Næringsliv. Dagens Næringsliv,
in Oslo, Norway, makes much use of
subheadings, large introductions, labels,
fact-boxes and simple graphics to cater for
the time-pressed glance reader as well as the
in-depth reader who will read every story.

From a design perspective, it is safer to say
that you will not fail by overestimating your
readers’ design sensibilities. Underestimate
them, and you may well fail. No matter what
the product, if the design and packaging is
poor, it will not appeal to a design-conscious
generation which from pre-teen years has
been brand aware. Newspapers are no
different. And this does not exclusively
apply to the 20-something generation that
21
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Do’s and don’ts
DO: Redesign for a reason,

with a definite goal in mind
DON’T: Redesign on a
whim in an attempt to solve
problems that are more
deep-rooted.
DO: Invest in type. It is the

single most important
factor in your newspaper’s
appearance.
DON’T: Bring in new type
and then mess with it.
DO: Make the most of

colour possibilities.
Introduce mid-tone colours.

Newspapers have always
relied on highlight colours
and background colours.
Now they can do more.

DO: Use all the design

DON’T: Go mad with

Newspapers are information
vehicles first and foremost.
Design is just a conduit.

colour. Use it for a reason.
A limited palette, and strict
controls on its use.
DO: Aim for more variety:

DON’T: Over-complicate it.

DO: Give pages pace and

use flexible grids and
multiple text options.

variety by mixing styles
and bringing in graphic
elements.

DON’T: Give production

DON’T: Use superfluous

and design staff too much
scope. Discipline and strict
rules are crucial.

design elements that add
nothing to the delivery of a
simple message to readers.

newspapers are so desperate to cultivate.
Label sensitivity is just as prevalent among
40-year-olds.
Your future customers may know nothing
about kerning or variable grids, but they will
instinctively recognise poor design when
they see it, having become accustomed to
high-quality packaging from an early age.
Sub-standard packaging will be a huge barrier
to their acceptance of a newspaper as part of
their lifestyle.
The message is simple. If your product has
low design standards, it will not survive in the
coming years. That means paying attention
to type, colour, layout, story packaging – and
investing in good designers.
Ally Palmer and Terry Watson are founding
directors of Palmer Watson Ltd, the
media design consultancy in Edinburgh,
Scotland. They can be contacted at
mail@palmerwatson.com
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devices available to explain
complex stories.
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3. Making advertising work
By Eamonn Byrne

‘Half of my advertising is a waste of money,
the trouble is I don’t know which half.’
THAT quotation – by the US retail tycoon
John Wanamaker – suggests that only half
of advertising works. If only that were the
case. The truth is that we cannot guarantee
a particular advertisement or campaign will
work at all.
The problem is that advertising in general,
and newspaper advertising in particular, has
never really exchanged artistic endeavour for
scientific certainty.
So to answer the question “What is the future
of advertising design?”, it would be helpful to
understand how it works today.

Both of these definitions suggest that
advertising is a means of selling, in fact
advertising is one of only three ways to sell
anything:
• Orally: face to face and telephone
salesmanship.
• Display: visual merchandising and
demonstration
• Advertising - newspapers and print,
posters, broadcast and electronic media.
Simply put, advertising is a means of selling
goods, services and ideas. And at the heart of
any good advertising communication is the
implication that persuasion is taking place.

The means of making known, in order to sell
goods or services (Advertising Association).

In fact, the reality goes further. Not only does
every advertisement inform readers, it also
affects the brand identity, either by creating
an understanding of the brand, altering the
existing understanding, or reinforcing the
brand’s existing values.

“Advertising is any paid-for communication
overtly intended to inform and/or influence one
or more people.” (Jeremy Bullmore, WPP).

Like it or not, all newspaper advertising is
brand advertising - and so all newspaper
advertisments have the ability to create,

Let’s start by agreeing what advertising is.
Here are some accepted industry definitions:
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build or reinforce prejudice in the mind of
the reader.

Visits

Attitude

Result

This is an uncommon view among advertising
agencies and clients large and small
who place advertisements directly with
newspapers. There is a belief that newspaper
advertising is drives consumers to the point of
sale by informing them in detail of the offer
and, in some cases, reminding them of the
brand advertising lovingly and expensively
broadcast on TV.

First
reading

Entertain me!
I don’t need
or want to
consume
everything

Only content
with visual
impact or regular
favourites are
noticed

Second
reading

OK, I will
concentrate.
I do need more
and I will work
harder

Increased concentration leads to
material with poor
visual appeal being
considered for
consumption but it
still has to be interesting.

Third
reading

Frustrated – I
will work harder
and consider
any content

Readers are forced
to read content they
have rejected. This
can lead to frustration and have a
negative effect for
advertising.

To correct this view, the Newspaper Society
in the United Kingdom invested in research
that demonstrates the value of newspapers in
building brands. Its report, The Conversion
Study (available at www.newspapersoc.org.
uk) finds that:
“. . . as well as message delivery, the
local press ads in the study can be shown
to have the desired effect on consumers,
significantly increasing brand health measures
such as familiarity and consideration,
which ultimately drive consumers towards
purchase.”
It is underlined by the World Association
of Newspapers’ newspaper advertising
effectiveness study (www.wan-press.org). It
was at a WAN World Advertising Conference
in early 2004 in Amsterdam that Poul Melbye
of Politiken in Denmark was able to show
the effectiveness of newspapers promoting
brands. In “The Ketchup Case” Melbye’s
research team deliberately selected a ketchup
brand, Mutti, which had zero awareness in
the market. The brand was advertised solely
in newspapers in the Politiken stable and
achieved a fourfold sales increase and an
increase in awareness from 0 per cent to
20 per cent. In summary, the results also
showed:
• 87 per cent believed they had seen the
Mutti advertising in a newspaper — 10
per cent on television.
• 35 per cent believed the advertising
promoted a quality ketchup.
• 58 per cent would stop and look at the
advertising, if they saw them again
• 53 per cent would like to try the product
The job of every newspaper advertisement
has to be to project the correct brand values
and create the “favourable prejudice” required
24

to ensure that the newspaper advertisement
not only informs but persuades.
Too many designers forget this and the history
of advertising is littered with the disasters of
advertising campaigns that have sacrificed the
creation of favourable prejudice in favour of
design that suggested “all publicity is good
publicity”. Well, it’s clearly not.

Advertising and design
So are great advertisements created by
inspired design or by following a formula?
If it’s the former we place ourselves in the
hands of the ‘great designers’, whoever they
are. Sadly this would also mean that the vast
majority of newspaper advertisers would be
denied their services by the joint forces of
availability and economics.
If it’s the latter and great advertisements can
be created by a formula, then why are there
not more wonderful ads out there?
Unfortunately great newspaper ads are created
by a combination of factors that include;
An empathy with the newspaper medium
An understanding of how readers read
ads and the ability to write newspaper
advertising copy
A total understanding of the target’s needs
and motivation
Good design skills combined with the
humility to accept the points above
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How advertising works
The simple truth is we do not know! At least,
we do not know enough to produce a fail-safe
formula that works in one culture or market,
let alone globally.
One thing we do know is that it’s complicated.
There have been a number of efforts to explain
how ads are read. For example, it is claimed
that there is a tendency for readers to start
at the top left and leave the ad at the bottom
right. In other words, a logical progression that
mimics the direction of reading a passage of
text. If only it were that simple.
In a 1990s UK Newspaper Society research
project (Colour Works) using eye-tracking
equipment, it was discovered that readers
do not follow a completely logical and
predictable route as they navigate around a
page or an advertisement. It was also found
in this and a subsequent study (Advertising
Works) that advertisements in the studies were
looked at on average for just two seconds.
The study also revealed a further interesting
and disturbing fact. It is apparent that readers
have a mechanism that enables them to read a
page without looking at the ads at all.
They appear to form a “mental map” instantly
when they view a page. The map allows
them to navigate the page while avoiding
potentially unwelcome areas, such as badly
designed advertisements.
Further proof of a reader’s ability to miss
or deliberately avoid poorly presented and
visually unappealing content is available
in a personal way to readers of newspapers
everywhere.
Simply recall the last time you were forced
to read a newspaper a second time. It may be
that you were waiting for a bus or stuck on
a train, which led you to read the newspaper
again. This time you had to try harder to
find appealing content and, to your surprise,
the second reading revealed a number of
interesting articles and ads that you simply
had not seen the first time.
An experiment to test this idea was carried
out by the author during the 1990s. Students
on advertising design and copywriting
courses were asked to read the paper — quite
naturally the first time, then forced on the
second reading.

• 68 per cent reported they found articles
at the second reading that were “very
interesting”.
• 14 per cent reported they found articles
that were “interesting”.
• 19 per cent reported they found
advertisements at the second reading that
were “very interesting”.
• 42 per cent reported they found
advertisements at the second reading that
were “interesting”.
In both editorial and advertising, more than
80 per cent claimed they were surprised that
they had missed interesting content the first
time around.
An important conclusion of the eye-tracking
study, combined with what we all know from
experience, is that much content is not even
glanced at. So the most important task of any
advertisement is to get itself seen.
Without the basic pre-requisite of getting
noticed all the effort that goes into the
presentation of appealing offers is of no value
whatever.
So, what gets advertisements noticed?
There are a number of factors to consider.
Perhaps the most important stems from the
way in which the eye and brain work together
to process information. The eye works with the
brain constantly to scan the environment — in
fact, it’s genetically programmed to do so.
So what do we look for? We look for
anything visually out of place or unusual in
the context of the environment. It’s supposed
that scanning of the environment takes place
subconsciously and dates back to the early
development of man when it was critical to
notice threats and opportunities such as wild
animals or the chance of food.
As a result, we see more than we look at
directly, only if what we see stands out
against our visual criteria do we look.
So how can advertisements stand out in the
context of the newspaper?
One important way is to use contrast — either
in colour or black and white. For example,
use of white space in advertising is a key
method of attracting attention.
For many advertisers, using white space
25
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How the eye moves around the page: these charts show the percentage of time spent on
each item and the direction of eye movement.

may be seen as a waste of money, a lost
opportunity to squeeze in the last two or three
product offers, or a chance to include that
final starburst which they feel sure will attract
the attention of the consumer.

• Keep it simple. The best colour
advertising is simple over complexity
reduces readership

An advertiser tempted to substitute content
for white space should remember this.

• Make sure it sells. The purpose of colour
is to attract and hold the consumer’s
attention. Its purpose is not necessarily to
please the designer, or even the advertiser.
It should be used to sell products and
develop the key brand values in the mind
of the reader.

• The eye-track study demonstrated that
the more complex the advertisement is,
the less likely it is to be read.
• If the advertisement is not noticed in the
first place it is a total waste of time and
money.
The Colour Project (by the Newspaper
Society of the United Kingdom)
demonstrated that the more times colour
was used in an advertisement the less likely
it was to be seen.
The study also suggested these broad
guidelines for colour advertising:
• Less is best. Too many colours can be
confusing. To create really memorable
advertisements use fewer colours. As
a rule: only use two colours, which is
known as the “two plus black rule”.
• Be bold. Use big colour pictures and
images and do not forget white space as
an important way of gaining visual impact.
26

• Design for colour. Don’t use colour as an
afterthought or just because you can.

There is more to designing advertising than
achieving visibility, but it’s a vital starting
point.
One method used to evaluate advertising
is the formula known as AIDCA. In one
form or another, it has been in use since the
1950s with little amendment. Nonetheless
it is recommended in an IPA (Institute of
Practitioners in Advertising) approved
book, Advertising — what it is and how to
do it, by Roderick White (HarperCollins,
2000).
It provides a simple method of evaluating
advertising, as well as a valuable check
for would-be designers of successful
advertisements.
Working on the premise that consumer
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advertising will usually need to persuade the
customer or potential customer to take action,
it defines the process that must take place for
an advertisement to achieve results:
• Attention: gain the attention of the
maximum number of targeted prospects.
• Interest: maintain the interest while
communicating the message.
• Desire: build a desire to buy into the
product or idea.
• Conviction: convince the consumer that
the promises are real.
• Action: encourage them to do something
about it now
The formula is only a small contribution
in the process of achieving good results.
Of course, excellent advertising copy and
headlines, and effective layout are also
important elements.

The future
The pressures that will force change in
advertising design are beginning to emerge,
albeit slowly. One such pressure is the fashion
among powerful clients to force through PBR
(Payment By Results) as a payment model for
their agencies.
Agencies are increasingly required to
demonstrate the results they are achieving
against the budgets they are spending. This
pressure will force agencies not only to

look at the value of reach and frequency.
They will have to look more critically at the
achievements of the advertisements themselves.
For many years, the advertisement itself
has escaped meaningful assessment. This is
surprising considering that we know the success
of advertising depends not only on the medium
but also on the message. As Jim Chisholm,
WAN’s Strategy Advisor, suggests, successful
advertising is a function of “the power of the
medium multiplied by the power of the ad”.
In the future, not only will clients and
agencies rightly pressure newspapers to
improve their explanation of reach and
frequency, they will also come under
pressure themselves to demonstrate that their
advertisements are working.
This evaluation of advertisements is well
established but infrequently done. One
new and interesting idea is being tested in
Sweden. Newspapers including Dagens
Nyheter, are using SMS (Short Messaging
Service on mobile telephones) in order to
evaluate advertising. Mobile phone users are
questioned by phone and advertisers are given
real-time feedback.
Leif Widman of Bonnier, which publishes
Dagens Nyheter, says of the initiative: “It
enables us to track recall of the newspaper
and the advertisement within. In this way,
advertisers can understand the impact they are
achieving.”
27
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Widman agrees that in the future advertisers
will have to pay much more notice to the
performance of the advertisement as well as
the medium.
In 1998 Publimedia launched PAM, the
Print Advertising Monitor, a standardised
research monitor to measure the efficiency of
advertising campaigns in print media.
PAM focuses on the targets:
• Reach of the campaign in comparison
with the reach, OTS (Opportunities to See)
and GRPs (Gross Rating Points) of the
newspapers and magazines carrying the
advertisements.
• Is there an interest in the promoted
product or service?
• Is the artwork of the campaign liked or
disliked?
With these three questions, the PAM study
analyses the success of the campaign in any
target group on different levels of responsibility:
the responsibility of the media agency; the
responsibility of the producer (advertiser); and
the responsibility of the creative agency.
Is there a new wave, a new trend in newspaper
advertisements? There is no evidence that
there is such a development but there is
perhaps a genuinely new lesson to be learned
from the Internet.
Mario Garcia, well known for his work in
newspaper and web design, has this to say of
the future.
“I believe firmly that the two revolutions
taking place in newspapers today [aside from
the debate over formats] are navigation and
reinventing how we present advertising in
print, and borrowing ideas that have become
prevalent through the Internet.
“To that effect, we are beginning to see real
revolutions taking place, even in the most
traditional newspapers, with innovations on
where ads are placed.
“But perhaps the most interesting phenomenon
we are experiencing finally — and I give a
deep sigh of relief here, as I never thought it
would happen in my lifetime — we see the
design of advertising and the design of the
newspaper meeting somewhere to harmonise.”
Mario Garcia’s future may be a long way off
for some. Many editors would be appalled
28

at the idea of advertising leaking into their
editorial columns. But there is no doubt
that our content will change our shapes and
designs are changing and the relationship
between editorial and advertising on the
newspaper will evolve.

Lessons for the future
In the future, individual advertisement designs
must be more accountable for the results they
generate. It will become important to evaluate
advertisements methodically and change designs
in order for the advertisement to work harder.
Advertising and editorial boundaries will blur,
as Mario Garcia suggests.
The future of newspaper advertising will be
rooted in the opportunities to understand how
advertisements work, presented to us by the
research tools available now. If agencies and
publishers are to deliver the results that clients
demand, we cannot entrust the future of advertising design to old, dogmatic, pseudo
scientific models that predict an apparent logic
to “eye flow”, or worse, to the tastes of the art
director.
The tools exist to improve the performance of
advertisements dramatically. All we have to
do is to employ them consistently, monitor the
results and alter our efforts accordingly.
Eamonn Byrne is deputy director general
of the World Association of Newspapers.
ebyrne@wan.asso.fr
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4. The shape of things to come
WAN asked four leading designers – Mario Garcia, Terry Watson,
Lucie Lacava and Juan Antonio Giner - to look into the future and
give their views on:
• What factors will most influence changes in newspaper design
in the next 10 years?
• How will reading behaviour change?
• In what way will newspaper design, presentation or format be
different in 10 years’ time?
• How will methods of newspaper content management and
production change?
And in the pages that follow, 14 designers from around the
world choose a favourite page and explain what makes it a
success.
29
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By Mario R. Garcia

Rethink, not redesign
IT IS a most interesting and challenging
time to be in the newspaper business. Much
activity is taking place as newspaper editors
and publishers around the globe take a look
at what they do and how they do it. The old
word “redesign” has given way today to the
more appropriate “rethinking”: newspaper
editors rethink their strategies, analyse what
they do and how they do it, and try to come
up with new approaches and solutions.
THE LESS IS MORE PHILOSOPHY

We are witnessing a cleaner, more pure and
minimalist design in newspapers today. The
last two years have afforded many of us time
to contemplate, and to review our practices.
The result: an end to overly designed and
decorated pages, more functional approaches
to how the news and images are presented.
The newspaper of the future is more direct
and visually focused, with fewer unnecessary
elements to distract the reader. We are, in
a sense, returning to our roots. We have
abandoned these formulas of the “too much”
for the more accessible and faster to consume
philosophy of the “less is more”.
By the end of the 1990s, with the Internet
making its appearance, we inherited a group
of readers who went from reading online to
reading in print. Inevitably, influences of one
medium passed on to the next, primarily in
the area of navigation, but also in the fact that
readers who read online do not particularly
like clutter, or too many graphics, and they
bring with them the same impatience and
set of values to print, a fact that we have
been able to ascertain through the Poynter
Institute’s Eye-Track research.
BETTER NAVIGATION

One of the most important influences of the
Internet, without doubt, has to be the demand
on the part of the reader for better systems
of navigation in their newspaper. The readers
who reads his news on the web becomes more
impatient when he comes to read on print. The
old-style navigators of three boxes at the top
of the page one is obsolete. Now readers want
30
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Guarderias infantiles:

Se inicia paro regional
Trabajadores en
huelga indefinida
demandan mejoras
laborales y
económicas para
toda la región.
Cerca de mil menores
estarán sin
atención
educacional hasta
que pase el
conflicto, lo que se
espera ocurra
mañana.
Cerca de mil menores
estarán sin
atención
educacional hasta
que pase el
conflicto, lo que se
espera.
5y6

NIÑOS SIN COMIDA. El paro perjudida a los niños al no poder tomar desayuno ni almuerzo. Esto también provocará molestias a sus padres en el trabajo.

Aumenta cantidad
de perros vagos
en los cerros de
Valparaíso

10

Massú triunfa
en Auckland
32

Millonaria inversión para la zona:

Nueva planta de Chilquinta
La empresa instalará
un moderno centro
de capacitación
para los habitantes
del sector.

24

Comandos de
EE.UU. arrestan
e interrogan a
embajador talibán
en Afganistán

Las instalaciones
estarían listas para
abril de 2003.
21

www.mercuriovalpo.cl

TRABAJO PARA LA REGION. La nueva planta requerirá más de mil empleados en todos los niveles ayudando a la activación económica de la región.

El Mercurio of Valparaiso, Chile: converted
to tabloid in September 2002.

complete indexes with some summaries of
stories. Many newspapers, such as The Miami
Herald, have started interesting approaches to
navigators, such as the Five Minute Herald,
which allows a supersonic reader to get a sense
of what is in today’s edition without having to
flip through the newspaper. But, of course, the
reader who wants to read the newspaper in the
more traditional way — page by page — can
also do so. Navigation does not stop on page
one, and, in fact, it is necessary on every new
sections, in case a reader began reading with the
sports section, for example, and now we need to
send him to the rest of the newspaper’s content.
INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO
ADVERTISING

Another important influence of the Internet
on print is how advertising is displayed.
For years, newspapers have approached
advertising in a most conventional manner:
most ads appear as staircases at the bottom
of each page. Newspapers that are daring
enough to use ads on page one do it without
much integrating of the ads into the design
of the rest of the newspaper. Well, this is
changing and rapidly. We all are getting
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”

När läkare vill
öppna en ”vårdcentralsfilial”,
som nu i Uddevalla, måste
de också kunna få göra det
– i synnerhet i en situation
när det på ”filialorten” råder svår läkarbrist. För
annars går ju hur man än
resonerar den politiska
stelbentheten och paragrafrytteriet ut över
patienterna. Och det är
precis så som det inte får
vara. Patienten och
omsorgen måste sättas
i centrum.
Ledare, sidan 2

Två års terror nära
knäcka Mustapha
Hans gatukök systematiskt vandaliserat
UDDEVALLA. Krossade fönster, uppbrutna dörrar och saboterade lås.
Efter två år av upprepad skadegörelse har Mustapha el-Horr fått nog. Nu
funderar han allvarligt på att sälja
sitt gatukök där han satsat så mycket
av egen tid och kapital.

– Jag vet inte vem eller vilka som
gör detta mot mig, säger han. Men antingen är det någon som hatar mig eller så är det någon som vill komma
över gatuköket.
Mustapha säger att han gjort
massor av polisanmälningar men

att polisen inte kunnat hjälpa honom.
Sidan 3

Drabbad. Mustapha el-Horr äger och

driver ett gatukök i Uddevalla. Under två
års tid har gatuköket utsatts för systematisk skadegörelse av okända förövare.

Foto: GÖSTA AXELSSON

Margit, 91
tröttnade
på vårdkön

Linnéaskolan
testade vattenhjul
När Linnéaskolan i
Ljungskile har temavecka
varierar ämnena rejält.
Medan sexor och sjuor
ägnat sig åt brobygge och
energi har åttor och nior
koncentrerat sig på sex,
samlevnad och genetik.
Under torsdagen var det
dags för redovisning av
mycket av det man
åstadkommit under
veckan. I Silverfallet på
Norra Fjället sjösattes
egenhändigt byggda
modellfarkoster och testades snurrförmågan hos
färgglada vattenhjul.
Sidan 6

ORUST. Margit
Olofsson är full
av energi och
livslust trots sin
aktningsvärda
ålder på 91 år.
Hon har fått en
ny höftled i stället för den onda
och utslitna.
– Det här är det bästa jag gjort.
Nu har jag inte ont längre. Förut
kunde jag inte gå för att det gjorde så ont, säger Margit.
Hon opererades på ett sjukhus
i Stockholm före jul. Där och i
Malmö fanns de kortaste köerna.
Då var väntetiden bara för att
få komma till en ortoped för bedömning på Sahlgrenska 144
veckor. Sen skulle hon stå i operationskö.
Det gäller att välja var man ska
opereras. Särskilt om man är
över 90. Då kan man inte vänta i
flera år.

Ett liv med
Ingmar Bergman
Från Bergmans ”Hets” på
bioduken i Uddevalla till
en professur i litteratur i
Seattle och uppbyggnad av
filminstitutioner på
universitet både där och i
Stockholm. Så gick Uddevallaflickan Birgitta
Steenes väg. Med sig på
vandringen har hon hela
tiden sedan den där
kvällen på Röda Kvarn
haft Ingmar Bergman.
Bohusläningen mötte henne när hon just hållit föredrag om honom i den gamla hemstaden.
Kulturen, sidan 4
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Foto: PEO NILSSON

Kära. Alla hjärtans dag handlar om kärlek. För Michaela och Jonas var det kärlek vid första ögonkastet.

Deras hjärtan slår i samma takt
Michaela Larsson och Jonas Eldborn.
De var paret som var på rätt plats vid rätt tidpunkt helt enkelt.
De hade sett varandra tidigare innan men aldrig

lagt märke till varandra på det sättet, men tack
vare en av Jonas kompisar träffades de på en fest.
Som i en saga var det kärlek vid första ögonkastet.

I dag, på alla hjärtans dag, berättar de för Ung om
förlovningen och de ser på sin framtid tillsammans.

Njuter av livet
på sjön och på MC
Siv Waller firar 70 spännande år

Foto: OWE TOLLESBY

Doris Day. På 40-talet blev Siv Waller ”Bohusläns Doris Day”. – Jag ställde oanmäld upp på en talangtävling i Hunnebo och vann, minns hon. Sedan har musiken följt
mej genom livet och min gitarr har också seglat jorden runt.

KUNGSHAMN. Varför inte ta
för sig av livet goda medan man
kan och orkar, tycker Siv
Waller i Kungshamn som fyller
70 år i dag.
Födelsedagen tillbringar hon
med att segla vid Kanarieöarna. Något mera njutbart
kan hon inte tänka sig.
Hemma väntar den egna segelbåten Amica. I den har hon
och livskamraten Roland seglat
jorden runt under sex år.
Hemma väntar också en rik-

Ung, sidan 15

Järboelever
lyckades få
hastigheten
sänkt till 70
vid skolan
FÄRGELANDA. Eleverna i Järbo
skola tyckte att bilisterna körde
för fort på 172:an förbi skolan. I
höstas skrev klassen ett brev till
länsstyrelsen och begärde fartsänkning från 90 till 70 för att det
skulle
bli
lite
säkrare.
Häromdagen kom svaret. Det blir
sänkning till 70.
– Jättebra att dom lyssnade på
oss och sänkte farten, tycker
Sofia Jakobsson som höll i pennan och skrev brevet åt klassen.
Sista sidan del 1

Jättepråm på Kungshamnsbesök
KUNGSHAMN. 14 000 dödviktston
och stor som en halv fotbollsplan.
Pråmen Boa Barge får det mesta runt
omkring sig att se ut som leksaker.
Just nu ligger hon till allmän beskådan vid Guleskärskajen i Kungshamn.

Men det är inte för att bli betittad
som hon ligger där. Guleskärsverken
har fått uppdraget att rusta den
norskägda pråmen för att klara stenfrakter. Sedan bär det ut på Nordsjön.
Sidan 8

tig glidarhoj, en Harley
Davidson, där Siv njuter av naturen från bönpallen.
Och när andan faller på tar
hon fram gitarren, en följeslagare jorden runt. Musiken hade hon med sig när hon till exempel arbetade som lärare i
Lerum, Botswana, Liberia och
Mellerud.
Foto: EVA AHLSTRAND BERKLAND

Oss emellan, sidan 12

Sjöbjässe. Stor som en hel holme är pråmen Boa Barge. I går anlände hon till
Guleskärsverken i Kungshamn.

Bohusläningen, of Uddevalla, Sweden:
converted to tabloid in October 2003

used to seeing how ads have made their up
the navigators of websites. As you search
for politics or sports or culture, you might
bump into a small “silent” ad for a credit
card or for a beer or soda. These ads are
silent because they promote a brand ONLY,
not a specific message about the product.
Thus, American Express places its logo in the
middle of the navigator, but that is all that
one sees. In addition, we are seeing a greater
integration of ads on inside pages with the
rest of the architecture of the newspaper. One
of the real revolutions of newspapers today
and for the future will continue to be how
advertising is displayed. I believe we may
be saying goodbye to the stacked staircases
at the bottom of the page, and welcoming
advertising in more prominent places, where
reader traffic is heavier.
THE WORLD MOVES TOWARDS
SMALLER FORMATS

It is not a surprise to anyone that one of the
most heated debates about newspapers has to
do with size. Yes, in terms of newspapers, size
does matter. More and more newspapers are
taking a look at the size of their pages. The
US newspapers have begun to move towards
the narrower 50-inch web format; newspapers

everywhere contemplate and ponder about
turning to tabloids, and many do, with great
success. And, some, such as The Times in
London, publish both broadsheet and tabloid
editions, giving readers a choice, although it is
no secret that perhaps this dual publication is
an interim step until the newspaper becomes
only a tabloid, as in the case of The Independent
in London. Newspapers from Australia to
Argentina and South Africa are making the move
to tabloid, and it is also no secret that readers
everywhere favour smaller formats, no question
about that. I have sat in countless focus groups
around the world, where readers were presented
options as to size. Unquestionably, smaller
formats are favored by most. Europeans have
been quicker to switch to tabloid or even smaller
formats, but Latin American newspapers are
doing it as well.
As readers want less to read Monday through
Friday, the emergence of the more compact
newspaper dictates that not only will there
be fewer pages, I think, but also a more
manageable format.
Younger readers prefer tabloids to broadsheets
anytime. By that I include not only the very
young, but also the 25-40 group. Less is best,
smaller is better, seems to be their mantra.
Of course, not all newspapers will be tabloid.
Some will maintain their formats. But even
those traditional ones that do, will have more
sections in tabloid formats (many do already).
So the trend to go small will prevail, in various
forms: total conversions, partial conversions,
evolutionary development of tabs. And, in 20
years, I foresee that many of the traditional
broadsheets will be tabloid or even smaller.
When the question comes up: why would
some papers want to go tabloid? I always
answer the same: they will because readers
(see above) prefer it (some love it, especially
the young). Advertisers like it too. And as
print and web converge more, it will be easier
to go screen to print and vice-versa with the
smaller formats.
Time is important too. Readers do not want
bigger packages at their doorsteps Monday
through Friday. Quite the opposite. Many feel
guilty when they cannot get through their daily
paper. A substantial but compact daily paper is
the answer. Tabloid format facilitates all of this.
And, it is important to notice, that the myth of
31
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Donner fout in casinozaak
Recherche: criminelen kunnen bij Holland Casino veel te gemakkelijk geld witwassen

Politie mag ‘kelen’
AMSTERDAM – De politie
mag dealers die bolletjes drugs
in hun mond verbergen bij een
aanhouding, de keel dichtknijpen en hun mond openbreken,
om te voorkomen dat ze hun
handelswaar inslikken. Als de
verdachte zich verzet, mag de
politie veel geweld gebruiken,
aldus de Hoge Raad. Pagina 19

Bod op Vendex
AMSTERDAM – De warenhuisketen Vendex KBB valt in
handen van de investeerders
KKR uit de VS. Dit bedrijf,
Kohlberg, Kravis en Roberts,
kocht in de jaren tachtig RJR
Nabisco. KKR biedt 16 euro per
aandeel Vendex, dat gisteren op
14 euro sloot.
Pagina 39

Doden bij helicrash
LAS PALMAS – Bij een ongeval met een traumahelikopter
op het Spaanse eiland Gran Canaria zijn gisteren twee Nederlandse toeristen om het leven
gekomen. De vrouwen waren
gered uit een bus die in een ravijn was gestort. Daarbij vielen
27 gewonden.
Pagina 6

Baas van Schiphol weg

BART MIDDELBURG

AMSTERDAM – Het is voor
criminelen wel degelijk mogelijk
bij Holland Casino (in handen
van de staat) zwart geld wit te
wassen. Dit in tegenstelling tot
wat minister Piet Hein Donner
van Justitie de Tweede Kamer
vorig jaar heeft verzekerd. De
procedures om witwassen via
Holland Casino te voorkomen,
moeten drastisch worden aangescherpt, al dan niet bij wet, en
mogelijk moet zelfs strafvervolging worden ingesteld.
Tot die conclusies komt de Amsterdamse recherche in het zogeheten
Togo-onderzoek naar witwasserij
bij Holland Casino. Het onderzoek
liep sinds september vorig jaar; de
resultaten zijn twee maanden geleden bij justitie gedeponeerd.
De uitkomst van het Togo-onderzoek is officieel nog vertrouwelijk,
maar bij het onderzoek betrokken
bronnen bevestigen tegenover deze
krant en het tv-programma Nova
de conclusies van de Amsterdamse
politie. “Het is eigenlijk heel erg gemakkelijk om bij Holland Casino
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allerlei witwashandelingen te verrichten. Veel te gemakkelijk,” zegt
een bron. “De administratieve organisatie van Holland Casino rammelt aan alle kanten.”
Robert Meulenbroek van justitie in Amsterdam bevestigt dat
wordt gestudeerd op strafvervolging. “Maar over de vraag of er kan
worden witgewassen willen wij ons
nog niet uitlaten.”
Met het Togo-dossier lijkt een
bom onder de stoel van Donner te
liggen: uit de bevindingen van de
recherche blijkt dat de minister de
Tweede Kamer in september onjuist heeft geïnformeerd over een
delicaat onderwerp als witwasserij via een staatsbedrijf, wat geldt
als een politieke doodzonde. Op
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vragen van onder meer de VVD,
GroenLinks en de SP antwoordde
Donner destijds (gesouffleerd
door Holland Casino) bij herhaling dat bij de staatscasino’s ‘geen
sprake van mogelijke witwascon-

Casino-dossier

Pagina 2/3 Bom onder positie minister
Vanavond in Nova Slikt Kamer uitleg?
structies’ is. De ‘integriteit van de
overheid’ was volgens hem ‘niet in
het geding’.
Directe aanleiding tot het rechercheonderzoek was dat een voormalige zaalchef van Holland Casino,
Kees Bakker, vorig jaar in deze

krant en bij Nova uit de school klapte. Grote witwassers, aldus Bakker,
wordt bij Holland Casino geen strobreed in de weg gelegd.
Het rechercheonderzoek bevestigt dat beeld. “Er lopen bij Holland Casino mensen met gigantische bedragen binnen, maar er
wordt alleen iets geregistreerd als
ze winst maken,” zegt een bron.
“Ook op dat punt is de administratieve organisatie niet sluitend.”
Het Togo-dossier wordt volgens
bronnen nu al maanden, mede vanwege de mogelijke gevolgen voor
de minister, als ‘een hete aardappel’ heen en weer geschoven. Ook
ambtenaren van Donners eigen
ministerie houden zich met de zaak
bezig.
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Holland Casino, hier aan het Max Euweplein in Amsterdam. Justitie studeert op strafvervolging.

AMSTERDAM – Schipholtopman Gerlach Cerfontaine
(58) wordt vrijwel zeker de opvolger van Jacques Schraven,
de voorzitter van de werkgeversorganisatie VNO-NCW.
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Het Parool, Amsterdam: converted to tabloid in
March 2004

tabloids being flashy, down-market products,
while broadsheets are serious, is only that.
Younger readers do not associate tabloid
formats with less serious newspapers.
READER BEHAVIOUR

I think that we will continue to see readers
who are more scanners than traditional
readers. We will have to serve them with
design techniques that expedite scanning;
however, the real challenge is that these
scanners also want substance, and they
recognise it when they see it, and design
must provide the signals through hierarchy
for this to happen. A more impatient, more
discriminating, smarter and more mediasavvy reader is at our doorstep! We must let
him come in, and make sure he can get out as
quickly as possible as he visits us.
DESIGN, PRESENTATION OR FORMAT

No doubt about it: newspapers will be
smaller. Yes, some will be electronic tablets,
but there will always be a printed newspaper,
and in smaller packages. The tabloid in
its various sizes, and the A4 format, will
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command a lot of attention. Readers prefer it,
now it is a matter of editors and publishers,
especially in North America, realising it and
considering new formats. As stated earlier, the
less is more philosophy of cleaner and more
functional design will prevail.
CONTENT MANAGEMENT AND
PRODUCTION

The definition of news is already changing.
The old concept of “news is something I
find out today that I did not know about
yesterday” is giving way to a second, very
important definition: “news is that which
affects me, my body, my lifestyle, and the
people around me”. As a result, topics
that have been relegated to “supplement
status” for years, such as health, fitness,
science and technology, relationships, are
now top consideration for page one.
Content will also accommodate three
tracks of readers inside one newspaper: the
traditional reader, the scanner, the supersonic
reader.
Dr Mario Garcia is President and CEO of
Garcia Media.
www.garcia-media.com
mario@garcia-media.com
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By Terry Watson

Past, present and future
THE INTERNET
PAST AND PRESENT

The way websites made huge amounts of
content easily accessible and digestible
made newspapers aware of the value of
more navigation and signposting. Newspaper
design attempted to incorporate similar
reader-friendly graphic elements to give
readers a similar “browsing” experience.
THE FUTURE

Newspapers will be less inclined to follow
web trends as they come to accept their
role as a complementary media alongside
the Internet. They will see the need
to present themselves as a distinctive
information outlet to the web, because they
cannot compete with the web in terms of
immediacy.

Business am: the Scottish business tabloid
designed by Palmer Watson

Specific areas of newspapers will use web
tricks of easy navigation for quick information
— TV, weather, stock prices, weather,
entertainment listings and so on — but
newspapers will distinguish themselves from
rival media as purveyors of high-quality or
exclusive content unavailable on the Internet
or TV or portable device, and will rely on
more traditional newspaper presentation.

text in depth, the figure for graphicallypresented information is about 70 per cent.
Graphics will be used more often, but more
simply. They will become more integrated
into the editorial process rather than being
seen as a standalone showpiece element.
Infographic artists will become graphic
journalists.

INFORMATION GRAPHICS

PICTURES

PAST AND PRESENT

PAST AND PRESENT

In some newspapers the presence of infographics went from virtually none to a surfeit in
a very short time because they were seen as the
future of newspaper design. This led to:

• Level of use: In the 1980s the role of
pictures changed from being subservient to
text to being dominant. Every page apart from
the births, deaths and marriages page had
to have one huge picture and several others
besides. To do otherwise was deemed to be
old fashioned.

• the use of gratuitous graphics to justify the
hiring of a team of infographic artists
• overly complicated graphics mainly for the
purpose of demonstrating the possibilities of
the latest versions of Illustrator and Photoshop
rather than illuminating a topic for readers
• an over-reliance on graphics to illustrate
stories which did not have strong pictures

• Subject matter: News pictures were
pictures of news events. Sports pictures
were two men and a ball. Features pictures
were more artistic portraits of people or
objects. Occasional “art” shots are
allowed.

FUTURE

FUTURE

The growth of infographics will continue.
Newspapers know that while readers
generally read less than 15 per cent of

Better presses mean that image quality
(artistic, as well as technical) will be on a
level with picture content in the selection
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process. The acceptance of newspapers’ new
role as reflecting news events and issues
broken by 24-hour news TV, radio, the
Internet and portable devices will change the
way we select and use pictures.
Nothing can compete with the lasting
impact of a well-reproduced, high-quality
still image in a well-printed newspaper
(the power of so many stunning 9/11
supplements is testament to this), so
newspapers will not waste that quality by
repeating images familiar from other media.
There will be a more magazine-approach to
“images” — they will be more graphic and
less straight-news driven.

More accessible design will reduce the need
for huge pictures to enliven a page. There
will be a greater role for “portfolio projects”
as newspapers utilise improvements in press
and pre-press techniques to present magazinestyle photo-essay treatments of big stories and
important issues.
STORY LENGTHS
PAST AND PRESENT

From being too long, the current trend is
for ever-shorter stories in response to the
decreasing amount of time people spend
reading newspapers.
FUTURE

By Juan Antonio Giner

The future of newspaper design and the
newspaper design of the future: 30 challenges
1. The future has one big name:
COMPACT AND COMPELLING DAILY
NEWSMAGAZINE NEWSPAPERS.
Multi-Section Tabloids and Broadsheets will
be dead: Classifieds, TV and Stock Market
Listings will be gone (moving from print
to the online editions of newspapers and to
non-newspaper sites).

formula is: 50 per cent tomorrow’s news,
30 per cent today’s news and 20 per cent
yesterday’s news.

2. Readers love what INNOVATION
calls “ACCORDION NEWSPAPERS”.
CONSECUTIVE PAGINATION is right,
inserts and supplements are wrong.

10. Less News. Tell more Stories.

3. Fewer pages are IN. Intimidating
newspapers are OUT.
4. Almost nobody will read 1,000-word
stories. QUICK-READ-FORMATS will be
a must.
5. The trend is to publish MACROSTORIES (500 words) and MICROSTORIES (250 words). And MACROBRIEFS (100 words) and MICRO-BRIEFS
(50 words).
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8. Less OLD news (heard, read and watched
on electronic media). More NEW news
(exclusive news).
9. Forget about the WHAT. Focus on the WHY.
11. Busy, busy, busy fronts are OUT.
Selective and single-subject covers will be
IN (see The Independent of London).
12. Mono-media newsrooms are obsolete,
expensive and inefficient. Multi-media
newsrooms will be timely, profitable and
efficient.
13. Mono-media journalists are dinosaurs.
Multi-media journalists will be the winners.
14. Parallel Online and Offline newsrooms
are WRONG. Bi-Media (On and Offline)
newsrooms will be RIGHT.

6. Black and white newspapers are history.
Full colour newspapers (well printed!) are
the present and will be the future.

15. Soft news and feature-newspapers are
WRONG. Compelling hard news will be
RIGHT.

7. Ninety per cent of today’s papers are
yesterday’s news. The INNOVATION

16. Daily-News-Magazines are the FUTURE.
Deadline-driven Newspapers are the PAST.
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The effect of free newspapers and the Internet
will be to force paid-for newspapers to
concentrate on the quality and depth of their
content. Stories will not become longer; they
will become more accessible. A 1,200-word
story will be replaced by four 300-word
pieces on different aspects of the story and an
infographic, plus a 150-word digest for those
pressed for time.
COLOUR
PAST AND PRESENT
• LEVEL OF USAGE

After the first tentative steps in the 1970s,
many newspapers embraced colour

17. BAD PRINTING AND REPRODUCTION
(USA style) will be unacceptable. GOOD
PRINTING REPRODUCTION (European
style) will be a must.
18. Staff photographers will be OUT.
Freelance photographers will be IN.
19. Staff infographic artists will be OUT.
Freelance infographic artists will be IN.
20. Ghetto newsrooms are the PAST. Wallsdown newsrooms will be the FUTURE.
21. Readers will have more time to read,
not less (Online and Offline). Readers will
have also more options to read than ever
(Local, Regional, National & International,
free and paid).
22. Expect more JourAnalysm and
JourAnalysts. And less old news-packaging.
23. Readers will be more selective. And
more critical and more demanding than ever.
24. Newspapers will be smaller (like Time
magazine) and sharper (like The Economist).
And easier to read (no jumps, please!)
25. There will be a less cosmetic newspaper
design. And much more content-driven
design.
26. Newspaper Design is information.
Newspaper Designers will be information
architects.
27. Newspaper designers are OUT. Visual
journalists are IN.

wholeheartedly, using it wherever possible for
one simple reason: because they could. Today,
still, too many newspapers use colour pictures
and graphic elements on inappropriate
subjects or on pages with a level of colour
advertising that makes less editorial colour a
more sensible option.
• THE PALETTE

Press restrictions meant that two main
“grades” of colour were used: highlight
and background, which mostly meant
red for highlight and salmon for
background.
FUTURE
• LEVEL OF USAGE

28. Are newspapers going to survive? YES.
Are newspapers going to change? THEY
MUST.
29. Are newsrooms going to change?
DRAMATICALLY. Are journalists going to
change? NOT SURE.
30. Is journalism going to survive?
YES IF WE DO NOT WANT TO HAVE
“CATHEDRALS WITHOUT SOUL”.
INNOVATION believes that newspapers,
newsrooms, journalists and journalism are
here to stay as the “soul” and the “core” of the
new media landscape in which all platforms
will converge into 24/7 Multi-Media Digital
Information Engines. The future for news
designers will be better than ever.
Be ready! See you there!
Dr Juan Antonio Giner (Norfolk, Virginia,
USA) (innovationusa@att.net), partner
director of the INNOVATION International
Media Consulting Group (www.innovationmediaconsulting.com), was the first
European director of the Society of
Newspaper Design (SND), founder of the
SND Spanish Chapter and the Malofiej
Infographic Awards. A former senior
research fellow at Harvard University,
he is the editor of the INNOVATIONS IN
NEWSPAPERS annual reports for the
World Association of Newspapers (WAN),
and publisher of a World Media Trends
Confidential Newsletter.
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Colour is now commonplace enough for
newspapers to be more discerning in colour
use. Newspapers will become more aware
that limited use of colour within a black
and white page is more effective than using
colour wherever possible. Colour will
become an integral part of newspapers’
complete design rather than something used
for effect.

will play a greater role in the editing and
decision-making process. At the same time,
the simplification of the technical aspects of
page preparation will allow desk journalists
to concentrate more on editing content.

• THE PALETTE

The advent of Macs led to “logo-frenzy”.
Newspapers boasted a huge range of
graphic elements displaying all the tricks
and gimmicks available in the latest
software.

More sophisticated presses will allow
newspapers to adopt mid-range colours
in a broader palette, in the same way that
magazines use colour to reflect a mood rather
than simply highlight elements. Equally, press
developments will allow the use of more
subtle palettes.
TYPOGRAPHY
PAST & PRESENT

Pre-desktop revolution: Newspapers rarely
strayed outside the confines of a narrow
range of standard fonts judged to be safe for
newspaper presses.
Desktop revolution: The arrival of the
Mac and PC with a host of typefaces at the
disposal of the design department often led to
a multiplicity of fonts appearing.
FUTURE

Post-desktop revolution: Newspapers will
increasingly attempt to use more distinctive
typefaces, but in a significantly more
controlled manner, to distinguish themselves
from the plethora of publications using
commonly available typefaces.
LAYOUT

ARTWORK
PAST

FUTURE

Everyone has a cheaper, better version of
that software at home, so no one will be
impressed any more by those graduated
tints. Newspapers will concentrate on
simplicity, sophistication and
consistency.

WHITE SPACE
PAST AND PRESENT

White space was anathema to newspapers for
decades. Then it became “cool” and was the
thing as newspaper feature pages played at
being magazine pages.
FUTURE

Newspapers’ changing role alongside TV
and the internet will blur the line between
news and features, so white space, instead
of being used for effect on “special” pages,
will become incorporated in the whole
design of newspapers and used in a sensible,
controlled way for a practical reason: to
make a lot of material less dense and more
accessible.

PAST AND PRESENT

A large part of the function of sub-editors,
page editors and desk journalists was and
is the devising of layouts. The task of
wrestling content into a manageable form
is time-consuming, difficult and often
unsuccessful.
FUTURE

As formats become smaller, layout options
will become fewer. Coupled with increasingly
sophisticated pagination systems, templates
will play a greater part in the design and
production process. As design becomes more
integrated into the editorial process, layout
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MAVERICKS
PAST AND PRESENT

There have always been newspapers that
through market or identity or history will
flourish by bucking the trends.
FUTURE

There will always be newspapers that through
market or identity or history will flourish by
bucking the trends. Thankfully.
Terry Watson is a founding director of Palmer
Watson Ltd, the media design consultancy
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By Lucie Lacava

A bet on paper
INTRODUCTION

It is always amusing to play fortune-teller,
especially when one is both the bearer and
receiver of the prediction.
This is not the first time I have been formally
asked to predict the future of newspapers,
therefore I must remain true to my former
predictions, to preserve my own integrity, and
for the love of the trade, I confess I cannot be
unconditionally objective.
Naturally my thinking has evolved since my
first attempt in the book Design 2020: Visions
of the Newspaper of the Future, published by
American Press Institute. I do rejoice in the
fact that at least one of my predictions has
come true since. It was about media mergers,
the following year the Tribune Company
and The Times Mirror Company joined
forces, in a historic merger. It does not take
a genius to figure out that if several public
companies are doing it, eventually media
companies will follow. Just read the business
section of your newspaper and fantasise.
My second attempt at predicting the future
of newspapers was a far bigger eye-opener.
Instead of simply philosophising about the
future of the industry, I thought it might be
more interesting and useful to get it directly
from the horse’s mouth. Yes, why not ask the
readers to reveal on camera what they thought
the future had in store for the industry. To
reassure you about the authenticity of this
informal video, I set out to get international
representation, the majority of the participants
were interviewed at random in tourist areas
in my own city, varying in age from 12 to 70,
from a dozen countries. Not surprising the
gloom and doom mantra was “no more paper,
only online”.
Only one quarter of the participants believed
newspapers would continue to exist the way
we know them today. Small consolation.

THE FUTURE

Certainly movies like The Matrix and
Minority Report let your imagination run wild
on what the future has in store.

Canada’s National Post, designed by
Lucy Lacava

I am not a futurist. My predictions will focus
more on wishful thinking, or rather how to fix
problems we encounter today with the means
of tomorrow.
I would love to read a newspaper projected on
a glass triple the size we know today, photos
replaced with film clips, and voice activated.
Who predicted newspapers would be getting
smaller?
Yes, the general trend is moving towards
smaller print editions. Readers prefer smaller
formats especially in cities where public
transit is the primary method of transport. It
also reduces paper consumption and printing
costs — a clear benefit for its proprietors.
But let’s look at another trend: laptops are
getting lighter with larger screens. Television
monitors are becoming as large as your
wall and wallet can afford. This leads me to
conclude that if there are no restrictions we
do prefer larger.
The look of newspapers in the future will
certainly be driven by many factors, to
name a few of the most obvious: technology
advancement, media convergence, escalating
costs of newsprint, and a universal standard of
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design quality. Let me elaborate more on this last
point, because I hold this issue close at heart.
When I first entered the business of
newspaper design, as a young eager university
graduate, my first editor, who unknowingly
was also my mentor loved to say that a real
newspaper had to be rough around the edges,
a little grit was good. I secretly disagreed, my
mission was to iron out the grit and make it
as perfect as I possibly could.
In the past, reader’s awareness of newspaper
design was nil or non-existent. Newspaper
designers would introduce their presentations
at conferences with the line “my grandmother
still does not understand what exactly I do
for a living” and the audience would roar
with laughter. I am not sure that line would
still work today. Then, newspaper design was
associated with advertising, or functionality
at best, rather than aesthetic presentation of
editorial content. When probed, most readers
would describe newspapers as looking
all the same, old fashioned or downright
ugly. Today readers will identify a dozen
fonts, name their personal favourite, and
use design terms only a select few could
understand a decade ago, thanks to personal
computers. We are bombarded with sleek
visual information from a variety of sources.
The younger generations are growing more
visually sophisticated. Even with the worst
reproduction available today there is no
excuse for sloppiness.
In the future, newspapers will have to
be polished and state of the art in their
presentation, include a small dose of tradition
for the sake of gravitas, but should not appear
as a relic of the past. Newspapers will change
only if technology makes it possible. Those
changes might include alternatives to the way
the news is delivered.
As more titles move into the hands of fewer
media proprietors, there will inevitably
be fewer regional differences, set quality
standards, and universal sharing of sources
of information. We will buy the same
international edition, navigate the same
popular sites, watch the same movies and buy
the same magazines. In addition, we designers,
will enter the same international design
competitions. It is inevitable that we will move
towards an international standard of design.
Even today there are still thousands of
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unpolished newspapers around the world. We
wonder why people are no longer reading
newspapers. Yes many will argue that content
is king, and it will sell newspapers regardless
of the look. I am not convinced.
In the future, newspaper advertising will be
far more attractive than its current deplorable
state, and far more profitable as a result,
everyone will benefit.

READING BEHAVIOUR:

Reading behaviour will adapt to lifestyle.
Most newspaper readers will read the news in
the morning but will certainly expect multiple
updates delivered throughout the day, in the
medium of their choice.
Customisation is the buzzword here. Core print
newspaper readers will on average be fewer,
older, established and highly educated. Still an
interesting demographic group for advertisers.
To entice younger readers, print newspapers
will have to publish a separate edition
marketed exclusively to this group. The
look and content mix will differ from the
traditional newspaper. Today content that
might appeal to younger readers is relegated
to inside sections.
Unless they are reading their parents’
newspaper, they will never come across the
inside sections designed especially for them.
The front page will feature an unorthodox
mix of hard news, entertainment news and
sport, but news nonetheless. The content will
be smart, witty and visually polished, far
from what we associate today with tabloid
journalism.
Reality feature stories inside? Why are
newspapers always lagging behind other
media? Readers’ forums and interaction will
take place on the web rather than exclusively
on the editorial pages. An editor could
monitor the debate to maintain decorum and
give it credibility.

DESIGN, PRESENTATION, FORMAT

The print edition format will be thinner,
smaller, such as the Berliner, even in North
America. There will be full colour on every
page.
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Advertising design will be polished and
attractive. Evening update editions will
be delivered upon request. Design will be
state of the art, content will be urgent, in
depth, with lots of analysis and opinion. The
presentation will be tight and dense, much
the way it is today, because it is a feature
newspapers have to offer that is superior to
what other media can offer — facts in detail,
in an easy to read format.

plant which houses state of the art presses,
and I would wager a million dollars that this
investment will still be profitable in a decade.
Lucie Lacava is a design consultant and
president of Lacava Design.
Lucie@lacavadesign.ca
www.lacavadesign.ca

The electronic edition, will be delivered in
different formats as an alternative, from cell
phone to watch, format can be as varied as a
projection, a paper-like scroll with electronic
inks, updated on a regular basis, news clips
will be shown in real time as projections.
Paper will be replaced by a slick, thin blue
gel that responds to voice as well as touch
command. There will be a socket in which
to put a cartridge of the edition of the day,
with customisation options. It will be updated
in real time off the main server of the
newspaper.
CONTENT MANAGEMENT AND
PRODUCTION

Newspapers will be free. There will be more
print editions updated several times per day.
Two editions of the newspaper will be
marketed, one more traditional to the
35+ groups, the other more innovative/
experimental to the 18-35 group. Both will be
smaller and more colourful.
The traditional newspaper will remain as we
know it, but richer in analysis, and detailed
news content, as opposed to other media
outlets offering snippets and briefs. We will
still find business news and the lifestyle and
sports sections, among others. However,
minus the stock market pages, sport agate,
entertainment listings, and classifieds, since
all of this content will be more accurately
updated on the web edition.
Print editions of newspapers as we know
them today will not cease to exist in 10 years.
News will be available from a variety of other
sources, often owned by the same newspaper
proprietors.
In 10 years there will still be a paper edition
because one of my clients, a public company,
has just invested millions to build a new
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PELLE ANDERSON

METRO is 10 years old next year and my
design for this international daily is quickly
approaching puberty. Overlooking the
pimples, some of the characteristics of the old
design are, however, still worth emulating:
Portability is a decisive factor. This example
(a now defunct edition of Metro from Zürich)
is in Half-Berliner format (232mm by 308
mm). The current European trend towards
tabloids or “compacts” will lead to even
smaller newspapers.
What the readers want in the morning is
not a heart attack. They need to know that
nothing has happened — or at least nothing
potentially dangerous. Metro tells them that in
a calm voice, by keeping the size of headlines
and photos down.
One format for all occasions. The front page
of Metro uses the same grid, day after day.
Easy to produce, easy to read: saving the
paper money and the reader time.
A newspaper is meant to be read. The Metro
text typeface is Swift, cut 1985 by Gerard
Unger (www.gerardunger.com). Swift and
Coranto, a more recent Unger design, are two
of the best and most readable typefaces of our
times. Headlines are set in Franklin Gothic,
the workhorse of daily newspapers since
Morris Fuller Benton created it 100 years ago.
It’s still kicking.
The big-city dweller is the most elusive of
newspaper readers. Mobility, time-efficiency
and relevance are the qualities that Metro
added. I hope they will survive future
redesigns.
Pelle Anderson, A4
Stockholm, Sweden
pelle@a4.se
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MÅNSING: Junka

3 Ledare. Alla elever borde ha rätt till en skola som satsar på kunskap. Sid 2
3 Personligt. Kvinnlig trio förbereder hyllningskonsert till Martin Luther King. Sid 18
3 Kultur. Okänd sopran från Sjuhärad har världen som arbetsfält. Sid 20

Pinka. Ordet är ett exempel på så kallat ju-språk som ibland användes av knallarna. Man byter helt enkel ut bokstäverna, här pi- mot ju-.

Företagare krävs
på miljonbelopp

Politiker blev 350 ville ha
mordhotad kunskap
per telefon om droger

Borås stad och försäkringsbolaget anklagar rörﬁrma för oljeutsläpp
BORÅS. Nu stämmer Borås stad och

försäkringsbolaget Trygg- Hansa
Högbergs rör i Borås på 4,4 miljoner kronor.
Bolaget anklagas för att ha orsakat det svåra oljeutsläppet vid Gut-

tasjön som upptäcktes för två år sedan. Tio kubikmeter diesel rann ut i
marken och sjön och saneringen av
området kostade drygt 4,5 miljoner
kronor.
Enligt kommunen och Trygg-

Hansa läckte oljan ut från en rörkoppling som Högbergs grävt ner,
trots att den bara var avsedd för användning ovan jord.
Sveriges provnings- och forskningsinstitut (SP) har dessutom

Solen upp: 6.36

Namnsdag: Harald, Hervor

gjort en undersökning som visar att
en tätning vid kopplingen var sönder redan innan den monterades eller så klämdes den sönder vid monteringen.

Sid 4

BORÅS. ”Vi ska inte rösta på dig i
nästa val – om du lever då...”
Så lät det på regionrådet Roland
Anderssons mobilsvar nyligen.
Härom dagen utsattes lokala sjukvårdspolitiker i Göteborg för stenkastning efter ett möte om nedskärningarna inom primärvården. Nu
vidtar regionens säkerhetsavdelning åtgärder.
– Det är mest obehagligt, men det
finns en nyans av rädsla också efter
vad som hände Anna Lindh, säger
Roland Andersson till BT.

Sid 5

BORÅS. Mot samma mål. Under den
parollen träffades 350 konferensdeltagare för att få de senaste rönen
om droger och kriminalitet.
Björn Fries, regeringens narkotikapolitiske samordnare, riktar kritik mot kommunerna för att de sparat så kraftigt på missbruksvården.
– Vi har överfulla fängelser och
tomma behandlingshem.
Han efterlyser satsningar på
missbruksvården som ett sätt att
komma till rätta med drogproblemen i Sverige.

Sid 5

Rånare
slog till
i hemmet
VEDDIGE. Strax efter midnatt natten

till i går slog de maskerade rånarna
till i ett hus i Fageråkra, utanför
Veddige. De tre männen trängde
sig in hos ett par i 60-årsåldern och
tvingade till sig en större summa
pengar under hot om våld.
Paret bakbands och placerades i
sängen, men kvinnan lyckades ta
sig loss och larma polisen.
Händelseförloppet är nästan
identiskt med ett rån, som inträffade utanför Nossebro natten mellan
lördag och söndag.

Sid 9

Bilaga om
mode i BT
BORÅS. Tjugo extra sidor om mode
och trender bjuds idag i BT:s bilaga.
Där rapporterar vi från Paris, Köpenhamn
och SjuhäGlasögon
ett mode
rad. Svea
som syns
från Bergsäter är på
väg att bli
riktigt
stort. AndEn Svea i männens värld
ra finner
sin stil i
överskottsbutiken.
Den som vill vara riktigt modern
kan gå på jakt efter en gammal
rymddräkt.
I Borås designas nu skor av framtidens skoskapare. Här skapas också glasögonen som det tål att synas
i. Hur djärva glasögon tål vi egentligen?
– Vrålsola inte, är rådet från kosmetikaexperten som gärna ser att vi
vårdar huden – och att herrarna
skaffar djärva hårkulörer. µ
Detta är en bilaga i Borås Tidning torsdagen den 1 april 2004

†

TYGMODE. Prickigt – det kan bli en riktig ”hit” nästa sommar. Sid 2

†

HÅRMODE. Svallande lockigt för tjejer – långt för killar. Sid 3

†

ARMÉMODE. Militärens avlagda persedlar håller i längen. Sid 19

FOTO TO MA S KARL SSON

Anna Andersson har
armémode från hela
världen i Renajs lager.

mode

Bågfritt och superlätt – eller kraftigt markerande plastbågar. Plus
inslag av retro. Glasögontrenderna spretar och det mesta är tillåtet
för den modemedvetne brillbäraren. BT kollar upp vad som gäller.
Bröderna Starrén driver glasögontillverkaren Sceye i Borås som
nu förbereder sig för den stora
mässan i Milano. Där ska boråsdesignen mäta sig med världseliten.

Sid 10–11

I vår ska skorna
vara färgglada

Glöm myggjagarna. Runda tår och
mycket färg är vad som gäller för
skor i vår – enligt de fyra första
skodesigneleverna som utbildar
sig i Borås. De har koll på skotrenderna i världen. Ärtgröna och
klarröda ballerina-skor hör till
designelevernas favoriter. I framtiden tror de på starkare koppling
mellan sko- och klädmode.

Sid 7

Detgårscience
fiction i modet

Klar att lämna kapseln? Redo för
en rymdpromenad? Astronautinspirerade kläder hör till det som
kommer – som en del i retrovågen
– som märkligt nog också handlar
om futurism. Slut med folkloristiskt, fransigt och lager på laget. In
med rena linjer och framtidsblick.
Urbant och avskalat, tekniskt och
minimalistiskt är inriktningen.

När Alexandera Pascalidou viker ut sig i herrtidningen Café utgör trosa och linne med kronor från Borås det mesta av klädseln.
Svea med stora bokstäver över bröstet syns också allt mer i gatutbilden. Här
handlar det om ”street wear” från Borås – med glimten i ögat. Sveas varumärke,
den naivt utformade kronan, sprids också på plagg och prylar.
Med kollektionen Svea Mannar vänder sig nu modeföretaget även till män.

Sidan 18

Frida i det linne som Alexandra Pascalidou valde att ha på sig när hon poserade i herrmodemagasinet Cafés aprilnummer.

Sid 17

FOTO JAN PE T TER SSON
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– Det svåra är att hålla takten, så att det inte går fortare och fortare, säger Matilda Gustafson, i gula stövlar.

Taktfast avbrott

FOTO LENNART MAGNUSSON

Stöveldans blev ett avbrott och en lättnad i de svarta
gruvarbetarnas hårda vardag i 30-talets Sydafrika. Igår
använde Bäckängs estetelever samma dans för att
Sid 4
muntra upp de övriga studenterna på skolan.

Nytt vapen
mot rattfylleri

Märta Tikkanen
bjöd på sig själv

Alcorutan är vindrutan som
blir svart om föraren är alkoholpåverkad. Den ska minska
fylleriet bakom ratten.

En dag i Sverige och två möten
med publiken. Så blev gårdagen för en av Nordens största
författare Märta Tikkanen.

BORÅS. Själva vindrutan finns
redan inmonterad i vissa bilmodeller av 2002 års modell
och senare men den är inte
aktiverad.
På Länsförsäkringar är man
mycket intresserad av uppfinningen som kan innebära att
landets bilar oavsett ålder
kan få en ny och annorlunda
typ av alkolås.

SKENE. I Skene väntade 25talet kvinnor och en man på
att få höra henne berätta om
sitt liv och sitt författarskap.
Och Märta Tikkanen motsvarade förväntningarna.
Med ett språk som doftar och
väcker känslor bjöd hon på
sig själv under två timmar.
– Det är så roligt med de här
kontakterna, tycker hon.

Sid 4

FOTO LENNART MAGNUSSON

BT:s reporter har ätit några punschpraliner och visst reagerar
glaset på hans utandningsluft.

Sid 9

SPELFACIT
DAGENS DUBBEL
DD-1: 1 Anki Rainbow (2,93).
Strukna nr 4 och 12.
DD-2: 3 Echo Tilly (2,27).
Odds: 7,33.
Oms: 6 829 301 kr.
TRIO
1) Thrust Memphis (5,78),
2) Second Big Spender,
3) Global Derby.
Komb: 5-2-12
Odds: 526,38
Tvilling 44,57.
Oms: 2 068 711 kr.
ONSDAGSLOTTO
Lotto 1 2-3-11-14-23-31-34
Tilläggsnummer: 7-13-17-27

Vinstprognos:
7 rätt: ingen vinnare.
6+1 rätt rätt: (10) 20 528 kr.
6 rätt: (46) 2 603 kr.
5 rätt: (1 967) 104 kr.
4 rätt: (26 235) 22 kr.

Ned: 19.53

gomorron

Skräpmarodör
på vägen

F

örst kom ett tomt cigarrettpaket singlande.
Några hundra meter till
och det var dags för kolapapper. Åtminstone tror jag det
var kola. I 80-90 kilometer i
timmen är det svårt att hålla
ordning på godisutbudet.
Min irritation steg. Den
brukar emellanåt kunna nå
en hög nivå när jag bakom
ratten tvingas frottera mig
med en massa idioter. Men nu
var det inte själva körstilen
som höjde pulsen.
Efter ytterligare några kilometer vevades rutan i bilen
framför ner igen och nu kom
ett äppelskrott och lite servetter. Snart var hela kostcirkeln
i hamn.
När kvinnan i bilen svängde
in till en mack tog jag chansen. Följde efter, klev ur sätet
och framförde med min mest
ironiska röst att ”ursäkta damen, ni har visst tappat några
saker.” Förståndet till exempel, kunde jag lagt till.
Hon tittade frågande på
mig. Jag var tvungen att lägga
in lite mer sälta. ”Ni har råkat
tappa cigarrettpapper, kolapapper och ett äppelskrott.
Jag tänkte det var bäst att säga till innan mjölkförpackningar, brödlimpor och toapapper som av en slump
klättrar ut ur er bil”.
Kvinnan fnyste inte ens. Nu
förstår jag vad begreppet ”att
inte bevärdiga med en blick”
innebär. Hon svepte in i bilen
och drog i väg. Jag hann inte
ens skära sönder hennes bildäck eller repa lacken.
Jaja, jag inser att det kanske
varit en överreaktion att sparka in dörren eller hoppa på
hennes motorhuv. Men tänk
vad rätt små futtigheter kan
bli stora. Inte så märkligt att
det finns en och annan konflikt i världen.
Jag borde naturligtvis tagit
hennes bilnummer. Ni kan
väl historien om bonden som
en dag såg hur en bilist tömde cigarrettfimpar och lite
annat smått och mindre gott
på bondens marker. Bonden
tog bilnumret, fick fram rätt
adress och begav sig dit med
en välfylld sopsäck. När dörren öppnades tömdes säckens
innehåll in i lägenheten.
Heder åt så kreativa människor. Låt oss gemensamt
göra ett uppror mot
skräpmarodörer
som förfular vår just
nu så sköna värld.µ
Av Magnus Josefsson
magnus.josefsson@bt.se
0325-57 23 22

5 rätt: (2) 36 264 kr.
4 rätt: (26) 2 789 kr.
3 rätt: (327) 221 kr.
2 rätt: (3 537) 69 kr.

Lotto 2 4-6-7-11-14-19-31
Tilläggsnummer: 9-10-16-23
Vinstprognos:
7 rätt: ingen vinnare.
6+1 rätt rätt: (6) 28 014 kr.
6 rätt: (26) 3 771 kr.
5 rätt: (1 596) 105 kr.
4 rätt: (22 665) 21 kr.

VIKINGLOTTO
4-12-18-23-32-35
Tilläggsnummer: 16-28
6 rätt: (2) 6 555 165 kr.
(en vinnare i Finland och en i Danmark)
5+1 rätt: ingen vinnare.
5 rätt: (18) 9 060 kr.
4 rätt: (822) 244 kr.
3 rätt: (13 368) 29 kr.

ONSDAGSJOKER
7137027
Vinstprognos:
7 rätt: ingen vinnare.
6 rätt: ingen vinnare.

Kung Keno: 64. µ

KENO
4 5 9 10 14 17 28 29 31 32 33 39 46
47 52 55 56 64 66 67

MY idea of a good front page is one that
clearly communicates an overall thought
in everything from the editorial choices to
headlines, visuals and contrasts. You always
need a good story, but it is up to the paper
how to package it.
I chose this page because Borås Tidning is not
only one of my absolute favourite redesigns
but it was also one of the most radical
redesigns that I have been involved in. When
asking if I was interested in working with the
paper, the managing editor declared that he
wanted a “daring change”. Such a challenge
would inspire any designer.
We changed everything: not just typefaces,
grids, and colours but also how the editorial
material was organised. A truly big change for
the staff — and for the readers as well.
The only visual part that remained intact was
the logo, which was fine-tuned and flushed
left. The staff have continued to develop the
design, and this is one of many fine front
pages they have produced.
John Bark, JBGB
Saltsjöben, Sweden
john@barkdesign.se
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ROGER BLACK

THIS front page wouldn’t win awards today:
there is not a single picture on it, and the
layout has no grid, except for the columns.
(No doubt the judges would scoff at its
slightly reckless “news judgment”.)
But this page — from February 8, 1905 —
smells of news. It was the New York Journal’s
tenth edition! There are 11 or 12 stories on
the front, plus a banner reefer. The stories
are laid out as far from “modular style” as
could be. But, don’t they get your attention?
Look at the lede, with its astounding headline
wrapped around the flag and set in three
different typefaces! And that’s not all. There
is a boxed kicker at the top, a huge deck, a
sidebar jammed in on the side. And then the
story starts out with big type flourish.
And, if that is not interesting enough, there
is an off-lede, placed discordantly alongside.
And note the myriad “points of entry”.
One hundred years ago, William Randolph
Hearst’s newspapers created a design
form with strength, spontaneity, and fun.
Our institutional dailies today might learn
something from the old man.
Roger Black, Danilo Black, Inc
New York, USA
roger@DaniloBlackUSA.com
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Crucial link
to be built
as toll road

Cable boxes
can block
unwanted TV

Updated 9.45 a.m.

Manderville
saved
Red Eagles

• It’s not as power-consuming as computers.
• It eliminates a great part of the distribution
costs.
• It saves a lot of trees in our forests.

▲

Final episode
of Sex and
the City

100 animals
killed tonight
in great ﬁre
Local

Berusad man misshandlade vakt.
Slagsmål på Systembolaget.

Foreign

Indonesien redo att leverera bevis.
Storbritannien inte redo för euron.

Entertainment

Tio Billboard-nomineringar till 50 Cent.
Kommunistkomedi prisad i Tyskland.

Sports

Svennis tränar Giffarna
Fredrik Ljungberg klev av träningen.

Domestic

Flera misstänkta våldtäkter i Göteborg
Nya fel på hjulen i X2000-tågen.
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Newspapers
E-books
Magazines
Travel
Stock Market
TV-guide

SVENÅKE BOSTRÖM

WHEN Sundsvalls Tidning was first
published in January 1841, it was an eightpage newspaper in A5 format. With our new
e-paper, we are back to basics, back to A5
format. That format and the technique for the
E-paper will be a really great challenge for
newspaper designers.
In Sweden 2005 is dedicated as Design Year
— design from all kinds of perspectives.
Sundsvalls Tidning has been printed in
broadsheet since the late 1800s. At the start of
next year our newspaper will change format,
from the European standard broadsheet into
tabloid. But that’s the only first step towards a
smaller format.
At the same time as we plan for the tabloid
design we are preparing for the next
generation newspaper, the E-paper. The new
technique is going to change the newspaper
industry dramatically. When the E-paper is
established on the market, ink on paper will
start to decrease.

The great challenge is to create a user-friendly
interface. The first task is to make this new
device as simple as possible to use. It must
be as easy to open and read as a traditional
newspaper. No need for computer skills.
Secondly, an even greater challenge is to
design the pages in a way that makes the
navigation as intuitive and easy as possible.
As a reader, I would like to be able to have
an overview of the content and be able to
navigate easily through the pages and view
pictures and movies.
In my design for Sundsvalls Tidning on
E-paper I have worked a lot with a special
system of indexes as the navigation tool. With
the front page, you get a quick overview of
the content. Going into one of the sections
you can see how many pages are available in
each section.
Highlighting a section puts up a new index
with headlines. If you chose to read one of
the articles it fills out the entire page. At the
bottom of each page you have page numbers
for that section. Adopting a usual colour
coding from the web makes the navigation
easier and intuitive. Red pages have been read
and blue pages are to be read.
Is this all in the designer’s mind? No, it could
be reality faster than you imagine. As a matter
of fact, we will go on to develop the design
for E-paper and have the first edition ready
to publish at the end of this year. Ready for
the revolution when the first device is on the
market.
Svenåke Boström, Sundsvalls Tidning
Sundsvall, Sweden
Svenake.bostrom.@st.nu

The benefits are many in this product that
combines the best of the traditional paper and
the web.
• It is portable like the newspaper.
• It is interactive like web pages.
• It can be updated like the web news.
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Gayle Grin, Assistant Managing Editor,
National Post
Toronto, Canada
Ggrin@nationalpost.com

One hundre

e, c

The page flew too.

Arts, Culture & Society

f re

By the way, let me provide you with the
words that ran on that page: “One hundred
years ago today, near the village of Kitty
Hawk, N.C., Wilbur and Orville Wright
changed the course of history with the first
power-driven, heavier-than-air machine in
which humans achieved free, controlled and
sustained flight. One of the few witnesses
was a boy named Johnny Moore, who ran
into town yelling, ‘They done it, they done it,
dammed if they ain’t flew!’ ”

AV E N U E

ed

It was a page I designed on the anniversary
of the Wright brothers’ first flight. I had the
model of the plane close cropped and then
asked for a very small story, actually a deck,
to put on a curve to suggest a flight curve.
The reader needed to turn the page sideways
and upside-down to read it, but I knew they
would. It was inviting, but not intimidating!
I had the idea and executed the page in one
hour. To me, this page feels like a simple
elegant jewel, polished and shiny. Many
readers liked it so much they wrote and asked
for printouts to give away as Christmas gifts.
I like that . . . a newspaper page becomes art!

NATIONAL POST, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 2003

hi
ev

It is difficult for me to choose just a single
page from the past to encapsulate my vision
of a compelling and well-designed newspaper
page. The National Post did groundbreaking
poster front pages for significant news stories
before they became the norm after 9/11.
When appropriate, we also have great fun
on our front pages. But in the end I chose a
stunning inside page, which to me exemplifies
the ultimate in fun, simplicity, elegance and
sophistication.

AL8

k,
w

THE National Post is an upscale upstart in
Canada, only five years old. Its arrival made
the competing papers try harder. From the
beginning, our new national daily has been
called innovative, intelligent, irreverent, and
full of attitude. We dare to experiment, to take
risks. In this way, we differentiate ourselves
from our competition.

12/16/03 9:38 PMNL1217AL08X (R/O)
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HANS PETER JANISCH

Le Quotidien is a new newspaper on the small
Luxembourg market. As a news designer, one
usually redesigns existing papers and rarely
has the opportunity to create a completely
new paper. What do you look at first in such
a case? With the masthead, you create a new
logo that will last for a long time. Today such
a logo should be strong, clean and modern.
I chose Thesis as a basic font for the
masthead of Le Quotidien, mainly because
of the extravagant Q of this typeface. It looks
strong on top of the page and works well in a
combination of red, black and grey.
Legibility should be one of the main topics
in every redesign – the body copy of Le
Quotidien is set out of ITC Stone in 9.5pt and
extremely legible. This font works well with
Thesis as a sans serif for sub-decks, and with
Concorde Nova for headlines.
The pages usually show one single big
picture: the general appearance is clean and
structured by the white space. Typography
and visual elements work well together,
neither one dominates the design. Le
Quotidien is a modern newspaper, not a
magazine in a different format.
Hans Peter Janisch, Pressedesign
Grossenlüder, Germany
janisch@pressedesign.de
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Montréal mardi 12 mars 2003 Le plus grand Quotidien Français d’Amérique 65¢ + taxes 118e année no 140 76 pages 6 cahiers Ciel variable, Maximum 3, minimum -3
c ycbyebreprrpersesses. ec .ac a

THE page I have chosen to encapsulate my
vision of the newspaper of the future is a
prototype created during the redesign of La
Presse, a Montreal daily.

LA NUIT
DES ROIS
J’AI HORREUR DES
ÉVÉNEMENTS

The story count is high, the headlines are
urgent, using a clear hierarchy.
The design relies on a strong horizontal stress
to facilitate reading. Side-saddle heads, a
staple of traditional newspaper design, lead
the page in a fresh unique way. The choice
and use of photography is compelling, and
strategically anchors the page.
The analysis piece is distinctive with its
custom-designed italic font.
Lucie Lacava, Lacava Design
Montréal, Canada
lucie@lacavadesign.ca
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IRAK
Sondage Ekos

The mandate was to design for a new
generation of readers and drive the look as far
as possible. By taking a few well-calculated
risks, the results are unlike any other
newspaper on the newsstand. The redesign
included adopting new sans serif fonts to
provide a non-traditional, more contemporary
look.
A unique feature of page one, is the sky blue
inverted L-shape reefer space. The shape is
adjustable moving up and down the page.
This provides more room to sell the inside
sections without interfering the news hole.
In the Saturday edition, the L-shape can be
stretched to accommodate more pointers to its
many sections.

UN SHAKESPEARE
FESTIF POUR LE
TEMPS DES FÊTES

FOGLIA

Le Québec
est moins
belliqueux
que le reste
du Canada
J O Ë L - D E N I S B E L L AVA N C E

OTTAWA - Le premier ministre
musée d’archéologie et d’histoire de
Montréal, présente la no l’exposition
Saint-Laurent : la «Main» de Montréal du 16 avril au 27 octobre prochain. Lieu de rencontres, de travail
et de plaisir, carrefour complexe, le
boulevard Saint-Laurent.
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MONTREAL PEUT
TAXER LE PARKING

Le gouvernement permet aux villes d’imposer une taxe spéciale
J O Ë L - D E N I S B E L L AVA N C E

OTTAWA - Le premier ministre
musée d’archéologie et d’histoire de
Montréal, présente la no l’exposition
Saint-Laurent prochain. Lieu de rencontres, de travail et de plaisir.
On la fréquente beaucoup, mais on
la connaît peu cette fameuse artère
qui sépare l’est et l’ouest de Montréal.
Le Monument national et de nombreux débits de boisson y ont donné

naissance à une night life aujourd’hui
mythique. Comment expliquer que
La Bolduc et des comédiens jouant en
yiddish aient tour à tour occupé la
scène d’un même établissement ?
Comment un ancien chemin rural
s’est-il un jour trouvé bordé d’ateliers
de confection de vêtements. Comment prostituées et ouvrières en sontelles venues à se côtoyer de si Trois
thèmes nous serviront de fil dans tous
ces récits illustrant le boulevard
Saint-Laurent : la rencontre, le travail

›Voir BOUDRIA en A4
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On la fréquente beaucoup, mais on la connaît peu cette fameuse artère qui sépare l’est et
l’ouest de Montréal. Le Monument national et de nombreux débits de boisson y ont donné
naissance à une night life aujourd’hui mythique. Comment expliquer que La Bolduc et des
comédiens jouant en yiddish aient tour à tour occupé la scène d’un même établissement.

Aujourd’hui

Météo
Ciel variable,

Maximum 3, minimum -3
Plus de détails en page S16
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On la fréquente beaucoup, mais on la connaît peu cette fameuse artère qui sépare l’est et l’ouest de Montréal Le Monument national. et
de nombreux débits de boisson y ont. donné naissance à une night life aujourd’hui mythique. comment expliquer que La Bolduc.
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Le Japon vit de ses rentes,en Montréal
attendant la suite à la crise devient plus
français

Mon clin d’oeil Stéphane Laporte
La firme Groupaction a décidé de changer
de nom. Elle s’appellera désormais la firme
Groupaction-Groupaction-Groupaction.
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Voulant offrir un nouveau regard sur
ce melting-pot effervescent, SaintLaurent : la " Main" de Montréal est
conçue à partir de l’idée de métamorphose, qui servira de trame commune
Que les Montréalais ont baptisé avec
tendresse " la Main ", est en constante
à la vingtaine de récits présentés.

On la fréquente beaucoup, mais on
la connaît peu cette fameuse artère
qui sépare l’est et l’ouest de Montréal.
Le Monument national et de nombreux débits de boisson y ont donné
naissance à une night life aujourd’hui
mythique. Comment expliquer que
La Bolduc et des comédiens jouant en
yiddish aient tour à tour occupé la
scène d’un même établissement ?
Comment un ancien chemin rural
s’est-il un jour trouvé bordé d’ateliers
de confection de vêtements. Comment prostituées et ouvrières en sontelles venues à se côtoyer de si Trois
thèmes nous serviront de fil dans tous
ces récits illustrant le boulevard
Saint-Laurent : la rencontre, le travail
Voulant offrir un nouveau regard sur
ce melting-pot effervescent, SaintLaurent : la " Main" de Montréal est
conçue à partir de l’idée de métamorphose, qui servira de trame commune
Que les Montréalais ont baptisé avec
tendresse " la Main ", est en constante
transition et rassemble une multitude
de courants. L’exposition tente de
matérialiser l’histoire de lieu hétéroclites, de photographies anciennes et
contemporaines et d’une bande vidéo
conçue spécialement cet événement
On la fréquente beaucoup, mais on la
connaît peu cette fameuse artère qui
sépare l’est et l’ouest de Montréal Le
Monument la national et breux.

RÉJEAN BOURDEAU

LE << MIRAGE >> JAPONAIS
SAM 1> Un modèle à réinventer
On la fréquente beaucoup, mais on
la connaît peu cette fameuse artère
qui sépare l’est et l’ouest de Montréal. Le Monument national et de
nombreux débits de boisson y ont
donné naissance à une night life aujourd’hui mythique. Comment expliquer que La Bolduc et des comédiens

jouant en yiddish aient tour à tour occupé la scène d’un même établissement ? Comment un ancien chemin
rural s’est-il un jour trouvé bordé
d’ateliers de confection de vêtements.
Comment prostituées et ouvrières
en sont-Trois thèmes nous serviront
de fil dans tous ces récits illustrant le
boulevard Saint-Laurent : la renconVoulant offrir un nouveau regard sur
ce melting-pot effervescent, ce melting-pot effervescent, Saint-SaintLaurent : la " Main" de Montréal est
conçue à partir de l’idée de métamorphose, qui servira de trame commune
Que les Montréalais ont baptisé avec
tendresse " la Main ", est en constante
transition et rassemble une multitude
Voulant offrir un nouveau regard sur
ce melting-pot effervescent.
Saint-Laurent : la " Main" de Montréal est conçue à partir de l’idée de
métamorphose, qui servira de trame.

J O Ë L - D E N I S B E L L AVA N C E

Voir POLANSKI en A2

Que les Montréalais ont baptisé avec
tendresse " la Main ", est en constante
transition et rassemble une multitude
de courants. L’exposition tente de
matérialiser l’histoire de ce lieu fascinant à l’aide de quelque 70 objets
hétéroclites, de photographies anciennes et contemporaines et d’une
bande vidéo conçue spécialement
pour cet événement.
On la fréquente beaucoup, mais on
la connaît peu cette fameuse artère
qui sépare l’est et l’ouest de Montréal.
Le Monument national et de nombreux débits de boisson y ont donné
naissance à une night life aujourd’hui
Comment expliquer que La Bolduc et
des comédiens jouant en yiddish
aient tour à tour occupé la scène d’un
même établissement ? Comment un
ancien chemin rural s’est-il un jour
trouvé bordé d’ateliers de confection
de vêtements comment prostituées.

AUTRES TEXTES EN C1 ET C3

Voir POLANSKI en A2

comà la Que les Montréalais ont baptisé avec tendresse " la Main ", est en
constante transition et rassemble une
multitude Voulant offrir un nouveau
regard sur ce melting-pot effervescent, ce melting-pot effervescent,
Saint-Saint-de conçue à partir de
l’idée de métamorphose, qui servira
de trame. comcourants tente de
matérialise. Scène d’un même établissement ? Comment un ancien
chemin rural s’est-il un jour trouvé
bordé d’ateliers de confection de
vêtements. Comment prostituées et
ouvrières en sont-Trois thèmes nous
serviront de fil dans tous ces récits ilLa rencontre voulant offrir un nouveau regard sur ce melting-pot efferthèmes nous serviront de fil dans.
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WALTER LONGAUER

I STILL love it. This piece has been hanging
in my bedroom since 1994. I swear it’s true.
After having enjoyed this feature about
Donald Duck in the legendary weekly, Die
Woche, I took the page and pinned it on the
wall, where it has remained.
But what makes it special? I confess that I’m
a connoisseur of good Donald Duck stories.
And this page really hit me.
First of all, the well-known duck jumps right
in the face of the reader — a carefully selected
illustration. Second, the play on words in
the headline, the fact-box title and name of
the section contribute to the humour. On top
of the page it’s not Culture, Literature or
Comics. It simply says “Enten”, the German
word for ducks. And the word-creation
“Bewusstseinsverenterung” in the title could
be translated as “ducks changing your mind”.
“Duckumentation” as the fact-box heading is
international, simple and ingenious.
The same with the whole layout. A five
column-grid allowing a symmetrical
orientation along the vertical axis provides
a clear and easy-to-look-at background for
all the fun in it. Besides the big colourful,
eye-catching Donald, the smaller sketches
around the elegantly light-shaded fact-box
add warmth and life to the page — plus the
necessary balance at the bottom. And what’s
more, they express what the author talks
about. His best friend Donald Duck.
And that’s the convincing thing about it.
Every detail, every part of the page fits
perfectly. They all play together, and not
only to tell a story. It’s also the emotional
approach. You can feel the fun both the
author and art director had when they created
this page. As Die Woche’s founder, Manfred
Bissinger, put it: “We love our work, it has
turned out to be extremely satisfying.”
Here’s the lesson we should learn: if we start
exceed ourselves as writers and artists and put
more personality into our work, sparks may
fly and inspire our readers to do more than
read our pages. They may just start loving
them.
Walter Longauer, APA-Infographics
Vienna, Austria
W.Longauer@apa.at
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I CHOSE this page from the Danish morning
daily, Politiken, in spite of its shortcomings
from a purely aesthetic point of view. In
newspaper design, the most important quality
is not beauty but effectiveness. This front
page demonstrates how design and content
are two flips of the same coin.
The main story is about a former intelligence
officer standing up against the Danish
government, saying: “When you tried
persuading the parliament to decide to join
the US coalition forces in Iraq, you were
lying about the contents of our intelligence
reports on Iraqi WMD.”
This paper is from the day after a number of
intelligence reports had been declassified.
The former intelligence officer is pictured
on the left, the Danish Prime Minister on the
right. The words in red are quotes from the
two men, one says: “Our Prime Minister is
extracting soundbites from the reports and
omitting important details.” The other: “Now
please stop! These reports prove that we did
NOT abuse intelligence.” The main headline
says: “Nuance becomes war’s first victim”.
Above the photographs, the paper promotes
a four-page supplement containing all the
declassified material.
By presenting the story like this, the
newspaper sends a very clear message to its
readers, saying: “Feel free to make your own
judgments. All men are created equal. So do
you believe the Prime Minister or the man on
the ground?”
Ole Munk,
Ribergaard & Munk Graphic Design
Espergaerde, Denmark
ole.ribmunk.dk
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Dokumentation. Læs selv indholdet af de FE-rapporter, der blev offentliggjort i går. � Fire siders særtillæg inde i 1. sektion

FOTO: PELLE RINK

»Han læser de rapporter, som Fanden
læser Bibelen. Han hiver en sætning
ud, som lyder godt – og den er
bastant – men glemmer, at der hver
gang står noget, som bløder den op.
Og det havde været mere loyalt at
fremføre begge ting«.

FRANK GREVIL

FOTO: MIRIAM DALSGAARD

»Nu synes jeg ærligt talt, at alle skulle holde
op med beskyldninger om alle mulige skjulte
og hemmelige motiver, som jeg påstås at
skulle have haft i denne sag. Rapporterne
fjerner ethvert belæg for, at regeringen
skulle have misbrugt og fordrejet eller
undertrykt oplysninger fra FE«.

ANDERS FOGH RASMUSSEN

Nuancen blev krigens første offer
Statsminister Anders Fogh Rasmussen
vandt knebent det direkte opgør med Frank
Grevil, men debatten om grundlaget for
Irakkrigen slutter ikke af den grund.

Nyhedsanalyse

Af Jakob Nielsen
I KRIG ER sandheden det
første offer, siges det.
Var det også tilfældet, da
statsminister Anders Fogh
Rasmussen (V) i 2003 traf

den dybt kontroversielle beslutning om at deltage i krigen mod Irak med det smallest
mulige
flertal
i
Folketinget og den tyndest
tænkelige FN-forankring?
I går var dagen, da svaret
skulle falde – i form af en
historisk offentliggørelse af
en stribe fortrolige rapporter
fra Forsvarets Efterretningstjeneste (FE).
Den helt korte konklusion
er, at sandheden formelt set

ikke blev ofret – i hvert fald
ikke, hvis man dermed mener, om regeringen direkte
løj om de oplysninger, den lå
inde med op til krigen.
Set i det lys slap Anders
Fogh Rasmussen bedst fra
det direkte opgør mellem
ham selv og den fyrede FEagent Frank Søholm Grevil.
Men én ting er sandheden.
Noget andet er nuancerne.
Og den lidt længere konklusion er, at sandheden nok
overlevede, men at der var
en del nuancer, der måtte
lade livet undervejs.
Derfor er det heller ikke
svært for oppositionen at finde ammunition til den skyttegravskrig, som opgøret om

Irakkrigen har udviklet sig
til.
72 SIDER BLEV lagt frem,
men tallet giver et misvisende billede af, hvor meget materiale der egentlig kom for
dagen, fordi flere af siderne
nærmest kun indeholdt ordet »hemmeligt«.
Alligevel står tilbage, at
FE gentagne gange vurderede, at Irak sandsynligvis rådede over kemiske og biologiske våben samt evnen til at
fremføre dem – og det ligger
ifølge FE inden for definitionen af ordet »masseødelæggelsesvåben«.
Dermed kan man dårligt
på baggrund af FE-rappor-

POLITIKEN MENER

en undersøgelseskommis»sion,Derdermåkannedsættes
trænge til bunds i, hvorledes
FE’s papirer skal læses. (...) Det er altid vigtigt
at få fastslået, om en statsminister udtaler
sig korrekt eller tværtimod imod bedre
vidende i et spørgsmål om krig og fred.
Ledende artikel – 2. SEKTION side 8

terne beskylde statsministeren for direkte at have talt
mod bedre vidende, når han
hævdede, at Irak rådede over
masseødelæggelsesvåben.
Til gengæld er det værd at

«

hæfte sig ved den tilføjelse til
de 72 sider, som chefen for
FE, Jørn Olesen, kom med i
sin redegørelse til Udenrigspolitisk Nævn. Her sagde
han, at »FE ikke så nogen

øjeblikkelig eller overhængende trussel mod Danmark
fra irakiske masseødelæggelsesvåben, eller for, at Irak
stillede sine masseødelæggelsesvåben til rådighed for
terrorister«.
Læg dertil, at FE-rapporterne efterlader stor usikkerhed om, hvilke mængder af
kemiske og biologiske våben
Saddam Hussein rådede
over.
Det er elementer, der kan
bruges til at fortsætte debatten om, hvorvidt regeringen
overdrev truslen fra Irak i
den retorik, der blev brugt til
at retfærdiggøre krigen. Nuancerne blev krigens første
offer.

PÅ DEN MÅDE er Fogh på
paradoksal vis blevet offer
for sin egen medicin. I månederne op til krigen blev der
malet med den brede pensel,
da stemningen mod Saddam
Hussein skulle piskes op.
I dag er det netop Fogh,
der insisterer på, at man læser det med småt og får alle
nuancerne med. Men oppositionen foretrækker selvfølgelig at male med den brede
pensel, mens den forsøger at
skrive »utroværdig« på statsministerens ryg.
jakob.nielsen@pol.dk
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Flertal for barselsfond til alle senest næste forår
VEJRET. Vekslende
skydække, nogen
sol, måske lidt regn.
10-15 grader.

Privatansatte stemte
solidt ja til den nye
overenskomst, der
omfatter udligning af
barselsudgifter. Nu vil
et folketingsflertal
have resten af
arbejdsmarkedet med.
Af Tanja Parker Astrup
og Thomas Flensburg
Ingen kvinde skal udelukkes
fra et job, fordi arbejdsgive-

ren frygter udgiften til barsel, hvis hun bliver gravid.
I går sikrede et solidt flertal, at 650.000 privatansatte
bliver omfattet af en ordning, der udligner arbejdsgivernes omkostninger, da de
stemte ja til en ny treårig
overenskomst.
Men aftalen omfatter kun
en fjerdedel af arbejdsmarkedet, og resten skal også med,
mener regeringen, der får
opbakning fra et flertal i Folketinget.
»Når mandearbejdspladser og kvindearbejdspladser
deles om omkostningerne

ved barsel, kan arbejdsgiverne lige så godt ansætte kvinder som mænd, og det er et
væsentligt fremskridt for ligestillingen«, siger beskæftigelsesminister Claus Hjort
Frederiksen (V).
Regeringen giver arbejdsgivere og lønmodtagere uden
barselsudligningsordning en
frist frem til foråret 2005 til
selv at blive enige, som det
netop er lykkedes LO og
Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening.
Men kan de ikke det, bliver
de tvunget ved lov.
Dansk Folkeparti og socialdemokraterne er skepti-

ske. Arbejdsmarkedsordfører Bjarne Laustsen (S):
»Vi har ikke noget imod
forbedringer, men det er
bedst, at arbejdsmarkedets
parter løser det. Lovgivning
underminerer den danske
model. Hvad skal argumentet for at lave en frivillig aftale næste gang være?«,
spørger han.

Tungtvejende hensyn
SF og Det Radikale Venstre
er derimod begejstrede, og
dermed er flertallet hjemme.
»Hensynet til forældre,
børn og kvindetunge arbejds-

pladser vægter altså højere
her end hensynet til parterne«, siger den radikale ordfører Anders Samuelsen.
LO og DA har været skeptiske over for politisk indblanding, men nu hvor de
har fået designet deres egne
udligningsordninger, har de
ingen problemer.
»Vi mister ikke motivationen til at lave aftaler, fordi
der sker efterfølgende regulering. Det afgørende er, at vi
kan præge vores egne områder«, siger direktør i
Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening,
Jørgen Neergaard Larsen.

Og formand for LO, Hans
Jensen, er nærmest stolt
over, at Folketinget kopierer
parternes gode ideer.
»Der var aldrig kommet en
central barselsfond, hvis vi
ikke havde taget initiativet.
Sådan har udviklingen også
været på andre vigtige områder som for eksempel ferielovgivningen«, siger han.
Begge parter advarer dog
regeringen, der endnu ikke
har lagt sig fast på en model,
om, at det bliver teknisk meget vanskeligt at udbrede
barselsudligningen til alle
områder.

Gårsdagens afstemning afspejlede barslens centrale
rolle i overenskomstfornyelsen. I kvindeforbundet HK
stemte over 80 procent ja,
mens flere mandedominerede forbund sagde nej.
Hans Jensen beklagede, at
kun 37,2 procent havde
brugt deres stemme, men betegnede de 57,5 procent jastemmer som et »klart og tydeligt« resultat.
tanja.parker@pol.dk
thomas.flensburg@pol.dk
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PETER ONG

I HAVE chosen a page that I designed for The
New Paper in Singapore 12 years ago because
it has many “firsts”.
Today, not a week passes without us
hearing or talking about young readers and
newspapers specially published for them. The
New Paper was launched in July 1988 — a
full 16 years ago — and I believe it was the
first newspaper targeted at 15- to 34-yearolds, as well people who didn’t usually read
newspapers. Its circulation rose from 35,000
to 120,000 copies within three years and
made its first million dollars a month in less
time than that!
Secondly, The New Paper set the trend in
using that now-familiar narrow column that
so many papers all over the world use for
white space, quotes, mugshots and little bits
of information. I came up with that idea
through a need to sell advertising at a rate that
was both cheaper and more appealing than a
rival broadsheet.
Thirdly, the paper was the first to publish 3-D
pictures in colour throughout the newspaper
on December 26, 1992, thanks to a special
arrangement with a Japanese camera supplier.
Fourthly, the design and the content at that
time were considered revolutionary. We
employed artists full-time just to colourise
daily comics because none was available. We
hired the best infographics talent (including
the late Peter Sullivan) to turn stories into
visual information on a daily basis.
We restricted all stories to no more than 12
paragraphs. We used words that were so
simple yet elegant that anyone could read
the paper, and if the words were considered
difficult, there was a daily glossary!
But most revolutionary of all, we became
the first daily newspaper that committed
journalistic heresy. There was no editorial
— and not one single reader missed it!
Peter Ong, Newspaper Consultant
Sydney, Australia
peterong@bigpond.net.au
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75 C

LUIS ADRIAN ALVAREZ SALAS

We asked our editors for only the words that
were absolutely necessary. They understood
perfectly. The colour palette, use of
typography and photographs are excellent. We
gave emphasis (see the promo above the flag)
to the real-time news available on our website
(elnorte.com) because of the time difference
between Monterrey, Mexico, and Sydney.
That’s why we had the main headline “No
one will sleep”. The Olympics were shown on
television at dawn in Mexico
The designer took care with even the smallest
details of this page. He spent time planning
it. He got the editor involved, negotiated and
convinced him it was a great idea. It seems
easy, but we know it isn’t.
In addition to good newspaper design, the
confidence, understanding and intelligence
of a team working together shows through. It
is unusual to find all these talents in just one
newsroom.
Luis Adrian Alvarez Salas, El Norte
Monterrey, Mexico
ladrian@prodigy.net.mx
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www.elnorte.com /sydney

LA INAUGURACIÓN

¡UN PASEO

LA AGENDA

Vive durante la madrugada de este viernes en México
los detalles más relevantes del inicio de Sydney 2000
con reportes en directo desde el Estadio Olímpico, sede
de la ceremonia de apertura.

Recorra por medio de un
gráfico animado los
escenarios del Parque
Olímpico, donde
actuarán los mejores
deportistas del planeta.

¿Cuándo es la prueba de triatlón?,
¿qué día es la Final de los 400
metros en la que estaría Cárdenas?,
¿cuánto durará Sydney 2000?...
éstas y muchas otras preguntas
sobre los eventos olímpicos las podrá
responder al consultar la agenda.

VIRTUAL!

EN TIEMPO REAL

Foto: Allsport / David Leah

AUDIO E IMÁGENES: 02:00 AM (MADRUGADA DEL VIERNES)

AL DETALLE

J UEG OS O L I M P I COS

2000

JUEVES 14 de Septiembre del 2000

En
todo lo alto: LA BANDERA
MEXICANA EMPEZÓ A ONDEAR DESDE AYER EN LA VILLA
OLÍMPICA DE SYDNEY EN UNA EMOTIVA CEREMONIA DE
IZAMIENTO. Página 8

e-mail: sydney2000@elnorte.com

MEXICANOS

Foto: Allsport / David Leah

WHY do I like this page? Because it is not
run of the mill. It’s not boring. The readers
can quickly learn about some of the many
activities and competitions events at the
Olympic Games. And although there’s not a
lot of text, there is a lot of content with 12
entry points for readers.

L O S

Soraya
no se confía
No es una casualidad que
Soraya Jiménez sea considerada por varias publicaciones especializadas
como candidata a ganar
medalla en los 58 kilos en
halterofilia, sin embargo,
ella no se confía.

¡QUE NADIE

Página 8

SE DUERMA!

¿QUIÉN
ES QUIÉN?

■ Entérese de quiénes son los 78 integrantes de la delegación mexicana que
participarán en Sydney, así como el deporte donde competirán y su fecha de nacimiento. Págs. 6 y 7

EN LOS PRIMEROS MINUTOS DE MAÑANA
VIERNES, A LAS 02:00 HORAS DE MÉXICO,
EL ESPÍRITU OLÍMPICO INVADIRÁ EL MUNDO

S

OPINIÓN

P O R J UA N R A M Ó N P I Ñ A / E N V I A D O

YDNEY.- Bajo un derroche de infraestructura, organización y espíritu ecológico, los Juegos Olímpicos del 2000 serán inaugurados
durante la tarde del viernes en
Sydney, cuando en México sean las 02:00
horas de la madrugada del mismo día.
La ciudad acogerá durante 17 días a
10 mil 200 deportistas de más de 200
países del mundo.
La familia olímpica, los habitantes de
Sydney y de toda Australia, así como millones de espectadores en el mundo, mantienen la inquietud por conocer el ofrecimiento de cambio que presentará la sede en su programa de apertura.
La edición 27 de los Juegos Olímpicos de la Era Moderna intentará limpiar
la reputación de figuras del olimpismo,
dañadas por casos de corrupción y bochornosas situaciones de dopaje.

LA ÓPTICA DE
LOS EXPERTOS

Sydney 2000 contará con la inclusión
de nuevos deportes, entre los que destacan el taekwondo y el triatlón.
Grandes astros, como los atletas Marion Jones y Michael Johnson, el ciclista Lance Armstrong y el nadador Ian
Thorpe, entre otros, buscarán agrandar
su ya de por sí rico palmarés.
México, con 78 atletas, el equipo más
pequeño de los últimos años, tiene unas
cuantas posibilidades de triunfo.
Destacan el taekwondoín Víctor Estrada; los velocistas Ana Guevara y Alejandro Cárdenas; la gimnasta Denisse
López; los clavadistas Fernando Platas
y Eduardo Rueda, y la maratonista
Adriana Fernández.
A partir de este viernes, Australia
estará de fiesta, y muchos habitantes de
otros países, incluyendo México, no dormirán.

■ Conozca a los columnistas que le
brindarán, a través
de la página editorial,
los análisis del momento, la clave del
triunfo o la derrota y
las emociones que
despierta la justa
olímpica. Página 2

ENCUESTA
OPTIMISMO
EN MÉXICO

■ Encuesta nacional
revela que mexicanos
esperan en promedio
8 medallas del equipo
azteca. Página 9
¿Cuántas medallas cree
que obtendrá México?*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

5%
13%
18%
8%
18%
5%
3%
3%

9
10
12
15
20
30
35

1%
9%
3%
5%
6%
2%
1%

* El número de la izquierda indica
la cantidad de medallas esperada
y el de la derecha el porcentaje de
encuestados.

Promedio: 8 medallas
Metodología: Encuesta telefónica
nacional a 405 personas. Margen
de error +/- 5 por ciento, nivel
de confianza de 95 por ciento.
Realización: Grupo REFORMA.

HOY EN LA TV
DESDE EL ESTADIO
OLÍMPICO

TÉNGALO
PRESENTE

PROGRAMA INAUGURAL Ésta es la agenda inaugural de los Juegos Olímpicos: 02:00 horas: Programa previo.
03:30 horas: Inicia ceremonia de apertura. ■ Himno Nacional, cantado por Julie Anthony. ■ Espectáculo cultural con 12 mil
600 integrantes. ■ Exhibición de banda de música. ■ Desfile de atletas. ■ Olivia Newton-John y John Farnham cantan “Dare to
Dream” mientras el equipo australiano entra al estadio cerrando el desfile. ■ Discursos por Juan Antonio Samaranch, presidente
del Comité Olímpico Internacional, y Michael Knight, presidente del comité organizador. ■ Apertura oficial por Sir William Deane.
■ Izan la bandera olímpica. ■ Vanessa Amorosi canta “Heroes Live Forever”. ■ Juramento olímpico. 05:30 horas: Llega la
antorcha, encienden la llama y pebetero. ■ Tina Arena canta “The Flame”. 06:00 horas: Fin de la ceremonia.

INAUGURACIÓN

02:00 en vivo
MTY 7 / CAB 30 / DIRECTV
208 / SKY 107
03:00 horas (inician
transmisión)
MTY 22 / CAB 22 / SKY 109

El horario en Sydney va 16 horas adelante
de México. Por ejemplo: mientras que
la inauguración de los Juegos será
a las 18:00 horas del viernes en Sydney,
en México serán las 02:00 horas
de la madrugada del mismo día.
75 C

50 C

25 C

3C

75 G

50 G

Nota: Programación sujeta a
cambios de última hora por parte
de las emisoras.
25 G

3G
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TONY SUTTON

The headline — It’s All True, three
electrifying words in black sans type, three
inches deep — confirmed everything.
South Africa’s Nationalist government, led by
the prime minister, John Vorster, had secretly
spent millions of dollars buying and trying to
buy newspapers and magazines (including the
one I edited) in South Africa and around the
world to influence reporting of its apartheid
policies.
In its massive coverage of the scandal, the
Rand Daily Mail also confirmed that the rival
Johannesburg morning paper, The Citizen,
had been funded secretly by the government
in an attempt to capture the hearts and minds
of the country’s white, English-speaking
voters.
The immediate impact of the front page and
the story it unfolded was astonishing. The
government was outraged, liberals rejoiced
— the Mail had won a famous victory against
an unscrupulous opponent, convincing many
that the government must surely fall as the
revelations continued to unfold.
The euphoria turned to wishful thinking,
however, as the government survived the
storm and won the next election by an even
bigger landslide than usual.
Then, in a final irony, the Rand Daily Mail
was closed by its owners six years later, while
The Citizen survived the scandal. (It still lives
today.)
What lessons do we take from the Rand Daily
Mail of November 3, 1974? Good design
sells great stories, but great stories don’t keep
newspapers alive; and journalism still has the
power to make politicians sweat, but that’s
little consolation when we’re dealing with
such immoral and deceitful leaders as Vorster
in South Africa 24 years ago and Bush and
Blair today.
Tony Sutton, News Design Associates
Georgetown, Canada
tonysutton@newsdesign.net
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JACEK UTKO

I WANT to present a page that is perhaps
not very sophisticated design-wise but tells
the story well and is perfectly in tune with
emotions of the event. And that’s what visual
journalism should be about.
I picked Puls Biznesu’s coverage of results
of European Union referendum in Poland in
June, 2003. Poles, like all the new members,
voted to join EU.

Cena 3,50 zł
(w tym 7 proc. VAT)
INDEKS 349 127
WYD. B

Poniedziałek, 9 czerwca 2003 r.

Nr 110 (1355)

EUforia

Here’s why the presentation works:
• Newsy: the newspaper avoided the
temptation to use symbolic and pathetic
solutions like everyone else did. It covers
an historic moment in a clear, newsy way.
• Emotional: it manifests emotions that
reader can identify with.
• Visual: it has a tabloid’s power – very
visual (big pictures, few words) but is
highly informative at the same time and
reliable. It tells the story fast but remains
as elegant as a serious paper.
• Dynamic: lively photography plays the
main role.
• Well integrated: the page shows a high
level of integration of text, photography
and design. Headline and picture work
together well.
• Brave: designers dared to change the
colour of logotype from red to blue for
this occasion. A signal to the reader: this is
a special day.
• Simple: the message is clear and the
solution is simple . . . and the headline is
really, really good.
This kind of journalism serves the readers
well. And the designer’s job is all about clear
communication.
Jacek Uko, Puls Biznesu
Warsaw, Poland
j.utko@pb.pl
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Głosowanie
i niepewność
Prezydent Aleksander Kwaśniewski z żoną Jolantą oddali głosy pierwszego dnia
referendum. Ich śladem poszło jednak tylko 17,6 proc.
Polaków. Jeszcze na kilka godzin przed zamknięciem urn
wynik głosowania był niepewny.
≥ 2-3

Referendum jest ważne!

59,6%
uprawnionych wzięło
udział w głosowaniu

78,0%
z nich powiedziało
Unii TAK

Wracamy
do rodziny
europejskiej
— Jestem zaszczycony, że reprezentuję rząd, który był
ostatnią zmianą w sztafecie
przed Europą i pierwszą zmianą w sztafecie, która jest w Europie. Ale dziś prawdziwym
zwycięzcą referendum jest naród — podkreślał premier. Wyjątkowo zgodni byli z nim politycy i przedsiębiorcy.
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designed newspapers in the world in the
annual SND Best of Design competition.
Our page of February 25, 1991, showcased
the news of the long expected Allied ground
invasion of Kuwait. The page included
a strong, active-voice lead headline, a
superb info graphic by artist Tom Peyton
(featuring the now famous left-hook military
manoeuvre), and a dramatic horizontal
photograph of Iraqi prisoners being led away
by US troops. The page told the story of the
lightning war.
The three major elements harmonised, giving
the page an almost-magnetic appeal. That
day’s design, using the words of author and
teacher Jan White, truly was a tool to make
things clear.
We were not encumbered by the kind of static
skyboxes that compromise many a design.
Our design built from the news, with versatile
Berkeley Old Style headlines working down
in hierarchical fashion.

WARREN WATSON

THE 1991 Persian Gulf War was a defining
moment for many designers — and I count
myself as one of them.
It enabled the Portland (Maine) Press Herald
to install a dramatic breaking story into the
chassis of a new design. Our redesign, with
Virginia consultant Alan Jacobson, had been
launched on the eve of the hostilities in
Kuwait and incorporated principles we had
developed in the renaissance of our regional
daily (circulation 72,000 daily; Sunday
140,000) — principles I still preach today
as a teacher-journalist at the American Press
Institute.

I look at the page today and see features that
were modelled by other newspapers over the
next decade: our use of the environmental
colour brick red (the colour and look of our
old city, a former mill city); showing the
news in different forms and in varying levels
of depth; and storytelling graphics.
We were at our very best that day.
Warren Watson, American Press Institute
Reston, USA
WaWatson@americanpressinstitute.org

At the time, I was managing editor and in
charge of a developing project that allowed
us to refine our look and catch up to better
and more sophisticated coverage that was
at the heart of our Editorial Directions news
improvement program. We had created new
beats and new patterns of reporting to meet
the growing sophistication of our readership,
which extended along the Maine coast down
to the New Hampshire border in Boston’s
booming northern suburbs. The design would
later earn us the honour of one of the best
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5. Responding to demand
By Anneli Kunnas of UPM

The paper chase
THE trend towards more compact newspaper
formats has not come as an overwhelming
surprise in Scandinavia or Central Europe
where tabloids already dominate.
At UPM we are following developments
closely and considering what they mean in
terms of paper.
The main motivators in the move to smaller
sizes appear to be similar — a decline in
advertising and circulation, as well as readers’
preference for tabloids, especially among the
young, commuters and women.

papers are able to change and serve today’s
readers,” says Dr Ainomaija Haarla, vicepresident of business development for UPM’s
Newsprint Division.
The trend for compact newspapers does
not change the challenge facing the paper
supplier, just the perspective.
“As before, our challenge is to help support
newspaper publishers and printers in the
quest for more readers and greater revenues.
But we do follow this development, among
others, closely and adapt our product portfolio
accordingly.”
The popular new format creates new
opportunities when it comes to choosing paper.

Coated coldset paper
New opportunities
“It seems natural that newspapers are
evolving in order to attract readers. We
all know that the competition for readers,
especially young ones, is tough. The trend
towards compact formats goes to show that

Improvement in coldset print quality through
the use of higher added value paper grades
has been an important requirement towards
meeting the needs of advertisers and
increasing existing press utilisation.
An interesting and fairly new innovation in
55
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Created for coldset
As an innovative paper supplier, UPM
offers a new level of quality and business
potential with its further developed UPM
Matt — a unique coated mechanical
printing grade, specifically produced for
CSWO printing.
The special coated coldset paper is the result
of considerable development work and the
integration of the former Valsamatt and UPM
Pro grades. From 2003 onwards, UPM Matt
has been exclusively produced at UPM’s
Stracel paper mill in France. Considerable
effort has been invested in ensuring
harmonisation of the product specification
and compatibility in terms of end usage.

the paper business is a special, coated coldset
paper — UPM Matt. Excellent printability and
the possibility to print top-end products help
make coldest web offset a high quality printing
method. One of the advantages this paper
has is the very low tendency towards set-off,
which helps to create the high quality image.
“UPM was among the first to start developing
this kind of paper in the mid-1990s,” explains
Dr Haarla. “With coated coldset paper, users
gain the best print quality possible in coldset
web offset (CSWO) printing.
“The surface of the coated paper provides
a uniform substrate to reproduce a very
clear and clean print image. The dominant
eye-catcher is high brightness that provides
the basis for good contrast in print. Coated
coldset paper also offers the biggest colour
space and finest screen ruling available in
the CSWO field, and these properties further
enhance the print quality. Not to mention
the smallest dot gain among CSWO, which
provides the sharpest print images.”
Visually, coated coldset paper enables tabloids
to compete with products printed in heatset.
And this means clear value for money as it
opens up new possibilities in terms of the kind
of advertisements newspapers can attract.
Dr Haarla adds: “In Germany, some luxury
product advertisements, such as watches and
jewellery, have been printed on our special
coated coldset paper.”
56

When taking full advantage of the
maximum potential offered by coated
coldset paper, the printed products can
compete successfully with those printed
heatset. Coated coldset papers require
some special handling, but the results are
well worth it: excellent printed quality at
an affordable price.
UPM Matt suits a variety of end
uses, traditionally often the domain
of heatset: newspapers’ weekly
supplements, advertising inserts,
tabloids, special interest magazines,
customer magazines, manuals and direct
advertising.

In newspapers, one solution could be using
coated coldset paper grade to differentiate
special sections from the main product. When
considering the usage of coated coldset paper,
it is worthwhile to remember that coated
substrate has a longer shelf life than uncoated
mechnical paper grades, and this, naturally,
gives more end use options than on uncoated
grades.

A brighter option
One choice for smaller newspapers could be
bulky and bright machine finished speciality
(MFS) papers. Compared with newsprint,
these papers are brighter, which helps in the
reproduction of colours. In addition, their
bulkiness makes the paper more rigid and
easier to handle, especially for commuters.
There are also coloured papers among MFS
grades. A product printed on a coloured
paper, be it a whole newspaper, a section or
an independent flyer, is distinctive. At UPM,
there are several shades to choose from and
special colours are made on request.
“We at UPM are more than willing to work
with partners to add value. After all, it is
easier to enhance mutual goals and contribute
to continuous improvement of the industry
together,” Dr Haarla concludes.
ainomaija.haarla@upm-kymmene.com
paul.maksimow@upm-kymmene.com
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By Davide Garavaglia of Unisys

The keys to speed
and simplicity
BECAUSE an editorial system is conceived
and used to make people’s jobs in editorial
departments easier and more efficient, in
recent years Unisys has developed several
features in its flagship software program
Hermes aimed at improving performance
when dealing with the design and formats of
newspapers.
What has been developed and implemented
so far is targeted to the general needs of
newspaper publishers of any size that wish to
streamline editorial production by adopting
standardised layout designs and limited sets
of formats.
The Unisys editorial system, with its
integrated editor, allows the use of standard
layout templates that can be placed on blank
pages and combined together in order to build
a full-page layout very easily and quickly.

into account, current researches at Unisys
try to identify new, smart functions able
to speed up the page design and format
process, based on the experience made
at some customers worldwide, especially
those who are already adopting magazinestyle layouts, coloured display titles
and special graphic effects on texts and
pictures. Examples of concepts being
explored are the interactive and fast
adjustment of kerning and spacing for
letters in display titles according to their
colour or transparency and the inclusion
of enhanced formats (such as shadowed
letters) in the available styles list.
Unisys Italia S.p.A.
Via Benigno Crespi 57
20159 Milan, Italy
Tel: +39-02-6985832
Roberto.Antoniotti@it.unisys.com
pedro.dacunha@gb.unisys.com

This methodology, widely adopted by clients
worldwide, has already brought consistent
benefits in terms of cost reduction and ability
to respond quickly to last-minute changes.
In some countries, it has also been a key
milestone for downsizing graphic departments
by supplying design aids to everyone,
including journalists.
Our current research activities include two
main topics:
• The first aims at developing a more
advanced integration between the editorial
system and the design criteria chosen for
that particular newspaper title. In other
words, the editorial system should be able
to automatically select which formats
and/or layout templates are best for that
particular area of the page or box, given
that the rest of the page or article has
already been designed in a certain way.
• The second research topic is wider and
looks more at the future of newspapers,
which, as many industry experts are
suggesting, may see more and more
publications look like full-colour daily
magazines rather than traditional, blackand-white broadsheets. Taking this fact
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